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SUMMARY
The present report outlines three case studies which would demonstrate the capacity of a joint
European research and innovation infrastructure wcase studiesithin circular forest bioeconomy
development. The selected cases address mainly upscaling challenges, rather than
fundamental research challenges, which reflects the focus of most of the ERIFORE partners.
In addition to technical descriptions and implementation plans, the report also includes
preliminary business model proposals for the joint research infrastructure in each of the three
cases.
The selected case studies were:
1- Production of sugars from wood and their conversion into valuable commodities
2- Forest derived Wood Plastic Composite (WPC) with increased outdoor durability and
fire resistance containing lignin
3- Ioncell-F process upscaling and application for cellulose nanospinning
The case studies identified only minor infrastructure gaps. The missing equipment is mainly
within larger-scale equipment within specific applications (e.g. electrospinning, ionic liquid
recovery) and within the field of highly demanding reaction conditions (e.g. high pressure,
highly corrosive media).
It is concluded that the considered projects could hardly be realized without collaboration
between several partners and an important task would be to design efficient projects and to
utilize the joint capacity of the distributed research infrastructure (DRI) in the best possible
way. A key strength of a DRI is to be able to evaluate different routes, products (any raw
material, any products, any combination of technologies, quality/cost perspective) and to test,
and verify products and applications together with a range of geographically scattered
stakeholders.
Coordination of multiple large-scale trials in different facilities, and the transportation of
material between these, will be challenging. This makes it justified to focus large parts of work
to single locations in order to avoid transportation. Hence, based on the case studies,an
adequate portfolio of infrastructure could be a large number of small-scale infrastructure
spread over Europe, several flexible bench/small pilot units for testing the research ideas at
more realistic conditions and a few pilot plants able to mimic industrial operation. Large-scale
units and large agglomerations of coordinated lab- and pilot equipment central to key
conversion routs for forest biomass could form the backbone of a DRI, whereas smaller-scale
lab and analysis equipment of more general nature as well as specialised equipment that is
less central to forest biomass conversion could be more loosely associated or accessed on a
case-by-case basis through temporary partnerships or rental agreements etc.

5
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1 Introduction
The present document reports on three case-studies, which describe how forest-based value
chains currently under development could be brought closer to realization. The preparation of
detailed case study plans has the purpose to generate understanding on operations within the
distributed infrastructure that is proposed in the ERIFORE project. It serves to identify
bottlenecks and provide data for business models for the distributed infrastructure, which will
be further developed within work package (WP) 6 of the project. The work in ERIFORE WPs 14 and in task 5.1 and 5.2 of WP 5 provides a background of possible processing pathways as
well as gaps and bottlenecks. The case studies span a range of options identified and highlight
strengths and weaknesses with the distributed infrastructure. Together they cover different
feedstock types, different processing pathways, different product categories and different
applications. The purpose has not been to make an extensive review of all available
capabilities with respect to the case studies, but rather to describe one adequate and feasible
way to address the issues raised. Hence, there are alternative ways to address the tasks
outlined in the case studies and much of the work could be performed by several different
partners – within and outside the ERIFORE consortium.
The case studies have been selected in an open, stepwise process. Based on generic value
chains defined in previous work within ERIFORE, a range of potential case studies was
discussed at the ERIFORE meeting in Leuna, Germany (September 2016) where short value
chain descriptions with several proposed case studies were developed. The value chain
descriptions were refined iteratively and 14 case study proposals were outlined. A subset of
seven case study proposals were selected and described in somewhat more detail. The case
studies were discussed at the ERIFORE meeting in San Sebastiàn, Spain, in December 2016
and based on the seven proposed case studies, three cases were formulated and selected for
final development and a working group was formed for each of them.
The selected case studies were:
1- Production of sugars from wood and their conversion into valuable commodities
2- Forest derived Wood Plastic Composite (WPC) with increased outdoor durability and
fire resistance containing lignin
3- Ioncell-F process upscaling and application for cellulose nanospinning
The selected cases represent each of the three platforms “Fibres”, “Sugars” and “Lignin”. The
relations between platforms are illustrated in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Key biorefining pathways

The composition of the working groups was according to Table 1.
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Table 1. Selected case studies and working groups (group leaders in bold typeface).

1 From wood to
commodities via sugars
SINTEF, SP, BBPPE, FhG,
VTT, FCBA
1.1

2 Engineered wood plastic
composites with lignin
Tecnalia, SP, INRA, LSIWC,
VTT, FhG

3 Textiles via the Ioncell-F
process
VTT, SP, PPIMC, KTH,
LSIWC, Aalto, FhG.

Distributed research infrastructures

The present report considers the implications that the case studies could have on the design of
a distributed research infrastructure (DRI). In doing so, the ESFRI definition of a DRI is taken
as a starting point:1 ESFRI distinguishes between ”distributed research infrastructures” and
networks or “collaborations” of existing research infrastructures (RIs), and has developed the
following definition for European Distributed Research Infrastructures:






Joint governance and management: A European distributed research infrastructure,
as recognised by ESFRI, is a RI with a common legal form and a single management
board responsible for the whole RI, and with a governance structure including among
others a Strategy and Development Plan and one access point for users although its
research facilities have multiple sites.
Pan-European interest: It shall provide unique laboratories or facilities with user
services for the efficient execution of top-level European research, ensuring open
access to all interested researchers based on scientific excellence thus creating a
substantial added value with respect to national facilities.
Benefit of integration: A European distributed research infrastructure must bring
significant improvement in the relevant scientific and technological fields, addressing a
clear integration and convergence of the scientific and technical standards offered to the
European users in its specific field of science and technology.

Compared to a more loosely arranged collaboration network of research infrastructure sites, a
DRI may have several advantages, as described in Table 2.
Table 2. The advantage of distributed RI compared with a single site network of RIs 2
Advantage
Explanation

Funding

Scientific and technology
synergy/complementarity of
provided services
Increased efficiency of operation
Increased visibility on European
and global scale
Sociological reasons

1
2

less capital investment and operational
cost per site, more willingness from
countries to contribute, VAT exemption
(in some cases)
larger variety of services being offered
from different sites with different
expertise
standardisation European wide doing it
once instead of many times
larger and bigger than single sites
cultural diversity

http://www.copori.eu/1420.php
http://www.copori.eu/1420.php
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2 Case 1: Production of sugars from wood and their conversion
into valuable commodities
2.1

Introduction
2.1.1 Idea and motivation

Today, many processes under development towards bio-based chemicals use sugar streams
as starting point. The current source is mainly sugar and starch crops, such as sugar cane and
corn – so-called first generation feedstock. Bagasse, straw and other agricultural residues
have been used in smaller volumes as second generation sources. Those feedstocks are all
seasonal or need to be imported, while wood is available in Europe all year around. Still from
wood, currently there are only some, very process-specific, sugar streams available at
industrial volumes. One important reason for this is the increased energy requirement for pretreatment, hydrolysis and clean-up needed to achieve acceptable yields. Adaption of earlier
developed technologies towards wood as feedstock have to strongly improve the enzymatic
hydrolysis activity, taking into account significant variations in the wood composition depending
on location and increased lignin content. In addition no guidelines exist stating which sugar
conversion routes require which purity and at which costs and volumes those streams can be
delivered.
Whether such a process of valorising wood-based sugars is feasible depends on various
parameters, such as raw material price, type and number of unit operations, valorisation of
side streams etc. Especially the production of wood-based bulk chemicals and materials is a
challenge as they need to be produced at significant volumes and competitive costs in order to
make a substantial impact on the carbon footprint, the creation of new jobs and wealth.
This case study highlights the challenges to be addressed for making the production and
conversion of wood-based sugar streams commercially viable. The main focus is, thereby, the
optimization of primary processing methods to maximize yield and reduce production costs. In
addition, the aim is to define specifications with regard to the quality of the produced sugar
streams for specific secondary processing routes.
Sugar-based building blocks find applications as polymers in the packaging and textile market.
They can be used as solvents and fillers, in the cosmetics industry and many other fields
replacing fossil-based chemicals. This can be either as drop in compounds but also as new
compounds with similar or improved properties, such as polyethylene-furanoate (PEF) which
could replace conventional polyethylene terephthalate (PET) plastics. Sugars and lignin
derived building blocks can be recombined to co-polymers.
The wood-based raw materials available differ widely with regard to ash content, moisture
content, cell structure and accessibility and amount of sugars and extractives.
This case study uses the example of designing a biorefinery converting forest industry byproducts to sugar streams as intermediate for final production of building block chemicals and
high value single compounds. The following three biomass streams are considered:
1. Recycled paper: a nearly pure source of cellulose after screening and de-inking
2. Wood chips from softwood pulp wood: Chips from stem wood have a rather uniform
composition and contain low amounts of ash.
3. Bark: A more complicated feedstock, currently used mainly for combustion
8
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With that we consider three raw materials representing 1) nearly pure cellulose, 2) clean stem
wood and 3) a low cost residue with relatively strong variations in composition.
As products, the following three product groups are considered:
1. Single cell proteins: Single cell proteins (SCP) can be used for sustainable production of
feed, particularly for fish farming. Most available alternatives to fishmeal-derived protein
are of plant origin and can, in general, only be used in limited amounts due to a different
amino acid composition compared to fishmeal protein and the presence of antinutritional substances that can be detrimental for the fish. An interesting alternative is
single cell protein. SCP consists of microorganisms such as yeast, bacteria, algae and
filamentous fungi. Many species have high protein content and some have amino acid
profiles that are very similar to that of fishmeal. In addition, SCP can be produced using
the residual stream from the forest industry. This offers an attractive concept of turning
forest raw material into a protein-rich component in fish feed.
2. Butanediol (BDO) and butadiene: BDOs (1,4 -; 1,3 -; and 2,3 BDO) are versatile building
blocks and interesting platform chemical for the production of a variety of other
chemicals and fuel additives, such as methyl ethyl ketone, or butanediol diesters
(Figure 2). A main target is conversion towards 1,3-butadiene with an annual production
of 10 million ton per year.

Figure 2. Products from butanediol.

3. Furfural (from C5 sugars) and hydroxymethyl furfural (HMF, from C6 sugars) are
precursors for many furan-based chemicals and feedstocks (Figure 3), including
methylfuran, furan dicarboxylic acid, furfuryl alcohol, tetrahydrofurfuryl alcohol,
tetrahydrofuran, methyltetrahydrofuran, dihydropyran, and furoic acid 3,4. Most furfural is

3

Yan, Kai, Guosheng Wu, Todd Lafleur, and Cody Jarvis. 2014. "Production, properties and catalytic
hydrogenation of furfural to fuel additives and value-added chemicals." Renewable and Sustainable Energy
Reviews 38 (0):663-676.
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converted to furfuryl alcohol (FA), which is used for the production of foundry resins.
The anti-corrosion properties of FA make it useful in the manufacture of furan fibrereinforced plastics for piping. Furfural has a broad spectrum of industrial applications,
such as the production of plastics, pharmaceuticals, agro-chemical products, and nonpetroleum-derived chemicals5. The global furfural market was valued at $582.0 million in
2015. It is expected to increase to nearly $1.1 billion in 2021 at a CAGR of 11.7% from
2016 through 20216. Furfuryl alcohol is the main product from furfural (80%) with a price
of around 1000 USD/ton.

7

Figure 3. Selected pathways for renewable fuels and chemicals from lignocellulosic feedstocks .

All three compound groups have widely been regarded as high potential candidates for
lignocellulose valorisation. Butanediol and furanic compounds are regarded as top 12
chemicals8. The demand for proteins from non-animal feedstocks is also seen as high value
application based on the current growth in protein demand, for example as an aquaculture feed
component.
The overall value chain is shown in Figure 4:

4

Cai, Charles M., Taiying Zhang, Rajeev Kumar, and Charles E. Wyman. 2014. "Integrated furfural production as
a renewable fuel and chemical platform from lignocellulosic biomass." Journal of Chemical Technology and
Biotechnology 89 (1):2-10.
5
A. S. Mamman, J.-M. Lee, Y.-C. Kim, I. T. Hwang, N.-J. Park, Y. K Hwang, J.-S. Chang, J.-S. Hwang: Furfural:
Hemicellulose/xylosederived biochemical. Biofuels, Bioproducts and Biorefining, 2008, 2, 5:438–454
6
BCC Research, Furfural: global markets, June 2016.
7
Wettstein, S.G., Martin Alonso D., Gürbüz, E.I., Dumesic, J.A., “A roadmap for conversion of lignocellulosic
biomass to chemicals and fuels,” Curr. Opin. Chem. Eng., invited opinion, 2012, 1:218-224
8
Joseph J. Bozell and Gene R. Petersen: Technology development for the production of biobased products from
biorefinery carbohydrates—the US Department of Energy’s “Top 10” revisited. Green Chem. 2010, 12: 539-554
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Figure 4. Schematic overview of the considered pathways.

It represents three feedstock types having different degree of cellulose/hemicellulose purity
being converted into monomeric sugars and subsequently into the two product groups:
chemicals and animal feed. Further, the chosen value chains contain the most relevant
process steps and unit operations within the field of chemical/biotechnological biomass
conversion:


Biomass pre-processing includes mechanical, thermal and chemical processes to
fractionate lignocellulose, increase the accessibility of the cell structure and remove
poisons/inhibitors. Certain pre-treatment processes, such as steam explosion, have
been optimized for bagasse and straw and need to be adjusted for wood based
biomass.



Hydrolysis/Lysis is required to produce monomeric sugars which can be easily
fermented and chemically converted. Hydrolysis options are enzymatic hydrolysis,
diluted and concentrated acid hydrolysis. Often diluted acid hydrolysis is used as preprocessing method prior to enzymatic hydrolysis. On low TRL, attempts have been
made to combine hydrolysis and secondary processing (Fermentation, dehydration) in
one step. Lignin degradation products are known inhibitors for hydrolysis enzymes.



Biotechnical conversion: Monomeric sugars and other small organic compounds are
converted by microorganisms into useful products, such as SCP or BDO. SCP
production may potentially use sugar stream of lower purity which may put less demand
on the biomass pre-processing and hydrolysis step than production of chemicals. SCP
production from raw materials other than lignocellulosics is well established. Protein
yields from lignocellulosics have proven to be acceptable but further work is needed.
The conversion of lignocellulosics through cultivation requires a robust microorganism.
SCP production enables easy separation of the product along with low intermediate
purification of sugar streams which allows for a decrease of the cost factor for
separation and purification. In the case of 1,4-BDO production, advanced strains have
been designed to co-consume glucose, xylose and arabinose, with high tolerance to
inhibitors. The final 1,4-BDO titres and yields were similar when starting from clean
hardwood hydrolysate. Fermentation of sugars with engineered micro-organisms (such
as bacteria and yeasts) is well established. The conversion of lignocellulosic sugar
streams (both C5 and C6 fraction) through fermentation requires co-fermenting, robust
strains that have an increased tolerance towards possible inhibitors originating from the
pre-processing steps.
11
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Dehydration of sugars to FA/HMF is commonly done using acid catalysts. As those
products are less stable than the monomeric sugars promising concepts for reaction
and separation have been proposed. In addition the use of solid acid catalysts as well
as the integration of hydrolysis and dehydration has been tested but not reached
acceptable process economics.



Oxidation/Oxidative dehydrogenation are conversion processes commonly catalysed by
supported noble metals in combination with promoters. In reduced form the metals are
most active. Challenges are over oxidation, leaching and poisoning especially when in
contact with less pure streams containing organic acids, sulphur etc.



Product Separation and Purification is regarded as a main cost factor for woody
biomass conversion to chemicals and fuels. This includes intermediate purification of
sugar streams to remove fermentation inhibitors, catalyst poisons as well as final
purification of product and waste water stream according to customer specifications and
environmental regulations. Further an up-concentration of intermediate streams will
reduce the downstream equipment sizes and process costs.



Catalyst/solvent use and recycling is important to reduce the environmental footprint of
a process and to make the process economically viable. Separation and work up of
catalysts and solvents is mainly done by separation/purification processes with addition
of small amounts to cover losses. The target is thereby to keep the amount of unit
operations for recycling compact and use water or green solvents wherever possible.

Most of the process steps listed above require significant development prior to scale up. In
addition, especially the production of second generation biofuels and commodity chemicals
requires a number of process steps resulting in low overall yield and high capital costs,
especially when working with diluted streams.
The focus of this case study is to
1. Derive compact process systems by combining unit operations, if feasible. This will
reduce the investment costs and can even reduce the number of process steps and
intermediate separation.
2. Optimize individual process steps and entire process routes to utilize low grade biomass
with significantly lower costs than stem wood, bagasse etc. This includes the
development of stable and highly active catalysts/enzymes and optimized process
conditions.
3. Derive process options at various industrial scales. This can be small scale primary
processing at the location of feedstock production/collection, i.e. at Farm, municipality
scale, medium and large scale production and conversion of sugar streams at wood
mill/paper mill scale.
Current commercial processes converting wood-based sugars utilise specific pulp industry side
streams to produce for example xylose and ethanol in relatively small volumes9. Other
commercial biorefineries operating today either use first generation sugars or herbaceous
feedstock, such as bagasse or straw. Adapting those technologies for wood has become
challenging due to several technical and economic bottlenecks. Cleaner wood fractions, such
as stem wood, are costly and supply to competing markets, such as timber, pulping etc. Low
9

https://www.papnews.com/fortress-hemicellulose-pulp-mill/
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cost wood residues, such as bark, branches and thinnings are obtained at lower costs but are
even more challenging to convert. They vary significantly in composition (ash, moisture
content, extractives). In general integrated wood-to-commodities processes are economically
not feasible at this stage.
In addition, for every process step there is a wide range of technologies under development each claiming to be the most feasible. They are, however, often only tested for certain
feedstock types and under specific conditions. It is therefore required to provide a flexible
infrastructure system able to test such technologies at various scales. This allows quick
ranking of different conversion technologies and identification of the optimal chain of unit
operations and process conditions for a specific raw material and value chain.
The chosen process routes are representative for wood-to-chemicals processes involving pretreatment, biochemical and/or chemical conversion, and separation and purification of
intermediates or products. The process routes of protein and BDO have experienced some
scale-up to pilot level with still significant need for optimization and scale-up activities.
Commercial production of HMF and furfuryl alcohol is done in batch processes with low
efficiency. Development of continuous processes and replacement of distillation by more
energy efficient separation methods is expected to strongly improve the process economics.
Besides concerns related to industrial biomass production, sustainability issues consist mainly
of the use of mineral acids, low yields and low energy efficiency. Mineral acids are commonly
used for biomass pre-treatment as well as for acid catalysed process steps. This includes prehydrolysis technologies, dilute and concentrated acid hydrolysis, sugar and BDO dehydration.
Recycling of such acids by distillation is costly whereas neutralization by adding bases
produces large amounts of salts as by products. Alternatives include innovative processes for
acid recycle and the use of solid acid catalysts with improved stability and activity.
2.1.2 Development status
Primary processing of lignocellulose includes mechanical, physical and chemical methods.
Those technologies are in operation at commercial scale in the production of wood chips, in
pulping of wood and recycled paper. Examples are:
 Chipping, milling and washing of wood and residues
 Kraft and sulphite pulping for lignin separation to yield cellulosic fibres
 Screening, de-inking and suspending of recycled paper
Other processes of wood pre-treatment and fractionation have reached pilot/demo scale but
require still significant optimization to improve the accessibility of sugars from woody biomass
as feedstock. This includes primary conversion technologies such as:
 Steam explosion
 Fractionation by organosolv technologies
 Hydrolysis using enzymes and/or acids to produce monomeric sugars
Substantial development is required with regard to process conditions, enzyme activity and
optimal solid content. Operation at high dry matter content allows a significant reduction of the
equipment size as well as production of waste water.

13
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Secondary processing of the sugar streams includes biochemical and chemical methods, such
as fermentation, acid-catalysed conversion, heterogeneous catalysis etc. For the cases of
butanediol, protein and furans production the development status is as follows:
Butanediol:
Through cellulose/hemicellulose hydrolysis and C5/6 sugar fermentation, three butanediols can
be obtained, 1,3 BDO, 1,4 BDO and 2,3 BDO. The latter one (hereafter named BDO) has been
established around TRL 7-8 by direct fermentational production from sugars by 3 companies:
Global Biochem, Novepha, and Zhangjiagang Glory Biomaterial. Via a dehydration step, 1,3
butadiene can be obtained, or intermediates like methylethylketone (MEK). In addition, the
production of the similar 1,4 BDO – an important building block for polymers - from sugars is
considered to be at TRL 7-8, where Genomatica (USA) is the main actor. BASF, Novamont,
DSM, Biochemtex are producing BDO and PBT based on Genomatica technology. JM-Davy
BDO is involved via Myriant’s succinic acid process. Fermentation development to produce
new-to-nature 1,3-BDO is at a very early stage (TRL 3). This compound would give rise to the
easiest dehydration route towards 1,3-butadiene and is preferred over 1,4- and 2,3-BDO.
Furfurals:
FDCA production is rated at TRL5/6. The development is led by Avantium in the EU. Corbion
Purac, AVA Biochem and Novozymes are also active in this field. Furfural and furfuryl alcohol
production is commercial (China, Dominican Republic), however, the process is operated
batch-wise with rather low yields and inefficient separation (distillation). Lenzing, Austria
produce furfural as by-product of their viscose fibre production from beech wood also using a
double distillation process.
Single cell proteins:
As for BDO, SCP can be obtained through cellulose/hemicellulose hydrolysis and C5/6 sugar
conversion via a biotechnological route. In the production of SCP, many of the potential
microorganisms used can also grow on organic compounds other than pure sugars which
make them suitable for growth on woody material. In order to make the process economically
feasible there are some technological bottlenecks that need to be addressed. The pretreatment and saccharification processes need to be optimized for the purpose of SCPproduction. In addition, the cultivation process needs to be optimized to achieve high quality
SCP (e.g. improved nutritional value) at a low cost (e.g. improved productivity and yield). All
the separate unit operations are well proven technologies but they need to be adapted and
modified to suit the process for SCP-production. Furthermore, additional feed and feeding
studies on various fish species need to be carried out.
The following general challenges for biochemical process development need to be
addressed:
1. Identification of a low-cost sugar feedstock (C5/C6) suitable for
fermentation/dehydration (Sugar market price)
2. Pre-treatment methods to improve accessibility of wood-based sugars are costly
3. Separation and purification of sugar mix from biomass at low costs without degradation
4. Separation and purification of individual C5/C6 sugars from mix of xylose, arabinose,
glucose, galactose
5. Development of highly stable heterogeneous catalysts required
6. Integrated processes coupling several reaction steps without separation in between are
required to reduce CAPEX and OPEX.
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7. Combined reaction and separation can improve the overall yield and improve the
catalyst life time, especially in case of unstable intermediates
8. Definition of intermediate/downstream purification processes depending on
process/product requirements
9. Establishment of a complete value chain with all partners in place. Formalising the
business plan for the complete process.
10. Formalising the political requirements to ensure investment by industry. This includes
measures/ incentives /subsidies to mitigate investment risks.
11. Define market size, costs for different grades of products (mix of sugars to highly
purified single compounds)
12. Different conversion technologies for specific cases of raw materials to products have to
be compared/ranked
13. Define market size, costs for different grades of products (mix of sugars to highly
purified single compounds)
Specific challenges:
Production of low-cost sugar streams from lignocellulosic residues (Currently TRL 5-9):
Depending on the feedstock type and pre-treatment/hydrolysis method the maturity ranges
from small pilot to commercial scale.
Challenges to be addressed are:
1. Identification of low cost C5/C6 resources
2. Separation and purification of C5/C6 sugar mix from biomass at low costs without
degradation
3. Separation and purification of individual C5 sugars from a mix of xylose, arabinose,
glucose and galactose
4. Reduction of water content in feedstock and product
5. Reduced energy and chemicals(acid) consumption
6. Improved yield of sugars from wood-based cellulose/hemicellulose
7. Removal of inorganics and inhibitors for bio-/heterogeneous catalyst
8. Lower energy demand for separation and purification of single sugars from
hemicellulose
Sugar fermentation to butanediol and dehydration to MEK and butadiene (Currently TRL
7)
Challenges:
1. Cost reduction of nutrient supplements during fermentation
2. Fermentation efficiency needs to be improved from 2G sugars (productivity, yield, titre).
3. Selection of an existing cost-effective DSP route
4. Exploring new routes for BDO DSP methodology
5. Optimization of existing BDO conversion into 1,3-butadiene (robust dehydration
catalyst)
6. Lower energy demand for product separation
Production of furans and conversion to FA and FDCA (Currently TRL 8/9 and 5/6):
Challenges:
1. Catalyst deactivation due to inorganics, chlorine, sulphur, coke formation, leaching has
to be minimized through development of stable catalysts, optimization of the conversion
conditions and/or removal of poisons
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2. Homogeneous catalysis using mineral acids requires corrosion-resistant materials and
efficient recycling
3. Requirement for multifunctional catalysts for one-pot glucose isomerization and
dehydration
4. Combined sugar dehydration and separation is required to minimize furan
polymerization to humins
5. High energy demand for separation of furans (Currently distillation)
Production of proteins from wood-based sugars (TRL 5-9):
The range in TRL can be attributable to the choice of feedstock and microorganism.
Challenges:
1. Identify a low-cost lignocellulosic feedstock suitable for SCP production.
2. Cost reduction of nutrient supplements during fermentation
3. Increased protein content in final product
4. Improved amino acid composition
5. Improved digestibility
6. Physical properties of the SCP in relation to feed production
7. Lower energy consumption during fermentation and downstream processing.
8. Establishment of a complete value chain with all partners in place. Formalising the
business case for the complete process.
9. Formalising the political requirements to ensure investment by industry. This can include
incentives and subsidies to mitigate investment risks.
10. Define market size, costs for different grades of products
Improvements of one process step/unit operation requires adjustment of upstream and
downstream steps. An overall process improvement requires therefore test facilities along the
entire value chain and a several scales. Small scale pilot tests are used to narrow the window
of operation, test start-up and shut down procedures and test the process robustness in
general. Infrastructure at smaller scale supports those tests.
2.1.3 Stakeholders
The following key stakeholders have been identified:
• Forest industry including timber mills produces a large amount of wood streams of
different quality, some of which are currently used only as energy source. This sector is
not customized to biorefinery activities and is mainly interested in selling such residues
without significant transport costs.
• Pulp and paper mills are evaluating new products, process options and valorisation of
waste streams turning traditional mills into biorefineries. Depending on the business
model, pulp can thereby still be the major product or become only a side product.
• Biorefineries fractionate and valorise the biomass components (fibres, lipids, sugars,
lignin, etc.). Within the sugar conversion, larger refineries focus on the combination of
fuels and chemicals production while smaller biorefineries focus on high value products.
• Sugar producers and converters may seek for higher value applications and local
valorisation of organic residues as well as combined production of first and second
generation sugars
• The chemical polymer industry is increasingly interested to replace fossil-based
products with biomass-derived counterparts, both with respect to drop-in chemicals and
new products with similar or even improved properties.
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Fish and animal feed producers are increasingly interested in securing the supply of
the components in their product.
Aquaculture companies are highly interested in maintaining a high production and
may seek for more sustainably produced feed.
Food companies are evaluating sustainable production of food e.g. to seek for higher
value applications.
Process equipment manufacturers are highly interested to apply existing process
equipment towards the biomass conversion processes.
Technology providers are interested in validation of their technology for different
environments, feedstock types etc. as well as the integration of their technology with
other process steps.
2.1.4 Overview of relevant research infrastructure

The ERIFORE consortium spans a wide range of infrastructure at process scales
corresponding to TRL 1-7 and knowledge covering the entire value chain from feedstock
production to product applications. It combines large scale tests at industrial conditions with
supporting small scale screening facilities. Furthermore, ERIFORE combines experience in
fundamental research of conversion of lignocellulose to sugar streams and further production
of commodities (e.g. theoretical studies, testing of model compounds) and applied research at
industrially relevant conditions. ERIFORE has strong collaborative activities with other
European research organizations having complementary infrastructure. Large scale
infrastructure with relevance for the case study and available within ERIFORE is shown in
Table 3.
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Table 3. Large-scale infrastructure available within the ERIFORE network

Processing stage
Primary processing

Module type
Silviculture database (INRA)
Integrated biorefinery demo plant with
possibility to run steam explosion
hydrolysis (SP)
Pilot scale enzymatic fibre hydrolysis
plant (Fraunhofer CBP)

Supporting lab/bench
scale infrastructure
Small scale steam
explosion equipment at
various partners
High throughput facilities
for hydrolysis and
fermentability tests
(SINTEF, VTT)

Lab scale enzymatic
hydrolysis facilities at
various partners
Demo-scale Fermentation bioreactors High throughput
(up to 2x15 m³) (BBEPP)
continuous chemical
reactors (SINTEF)
Enzymatic hydrolysis and
fermentation 50-10 000 L (SP)
Batch/continuous process
development and
Pilot scale fermentation units allowing fermentation reactors up to
a step-wise scale-up to 10 m3 with
50 L at various partners
integrated downstream processing
(Fraunhofer)
Development and
screening of microbial
Pilot scale reactors for chemical
production strains (VTT)
conversion under high pressure, with
or without catalyst (Fraunhofer, VTT)

Secondary
processing

Downstream
processing

Large scale separation equipment:
Dryers, filters, crystallizers (VTT)

Bench scale systems for
separation and purification
at various partners

Large crystallization line up to 300 kg
crystals/day (BBEPP), Filters (SP)
Evaporators up to 5 ton water/h of
evaporation, (SP, BBEPP)
Extraction units (Fraunhofer)
Distillation columns (SP)
2.2

Implementation
2.2.1 Case study setup

Various technologies, feedstock types and product routes are currently under development.
Many of those processes have not reached demonstration scale yet and suffer significant
challenges with regard to process economics.
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The aim of a distributed European biomass conversion infrastructure is to provide easy access
to integrated facilities for process optimization, scale up and rapid commercialization.
The case study for valorisation of lignocellulosic sugars include:
a) Demonstrate the feasibility of an entire value chain from feedstock to product, evaluate
integration into existing plants
b) Pilot scale tests to provide sufficient material for optimization of process steps
downstream and for product testing at larger scale
c) Conversion tests of different feedstock types depending on location, cultivation method
d) Compare and rank different technologies for individual process step
e) Provide the fundamental basis for new technologies and process improvements
Production of low-cost sugar streams from lignocellulosic residues
This part of the case study will investigate the following:
1. Starting from the decision on which raw material to use, this project will investigate
different forest “waste streams”, for example sawdust or “branches and tops” of both
hard and soft wood to be used for production of sugar streams (WP1).
2. Sustainable silviculture will be assessed, together with the possibilities of importing raw
materials to the fractionation or fermentation location. (WP1)
3. Variations in composition depending on location, season etc.
4. Selection of a robust and cost-effective fractionation method to obtain an industrial
cellulose/hemicellulose stream. Evaluate utilization/valorisation of residual lignin for heat
and power generation (distillation process integration).  “lignin last” approach (WP 2)
5. Evaluation of C5 resources including waste streams (bagasse, wood residues, up
concentration of diluted streams from pulping, organosolv etc.)
6. Validation of biochemical and chemical fractionation options for hemicellulose
separation and depolymerisation, either as separate steps or in one step.
7. Integration of hemicellulose processes with lignin and cellulose valorisation
Sugar fermentation to butanediol and dehydration to MEK and butadiene
This part of the case study will investigate the following:
1. Evaluate the interference on fermentation and DSP of by-products formed (other
sugars, aromatics, …) and the concentration of the sugar solution (>600 g/L for efficient
feed and microbial stability).
2. Transformation of the C5/C6 sugars into 2,3-butanediol (BDO) by fermentation with a
yeast. Assessing effect of interfering substances on growth and productivity; feedback
loop to metabolic engineering strategy that will result in robust industrial superbugs.
Evaluate the possibility of C5/6 co-utilization (WP3).
3. Explore novel and state-of-the-art recovery processes for BDO purification. Evaluate the
impact when using reactive extraction/distillation. Assessing the effect of in situ product
recovery on BDO toxicity (WP4).
4. Transformation of the key intermediate BDO into other value products like 1,3butadiene. Evaluate catalysts for efficient dehydration to butadiene.
5. Formalize/Identify the complete value chain, perform system analysis, set up business
model, perform techno-economic assessment (TEA), LCA, political requirements, etc.
(WP5 & 6).
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a. Perform market/system analysis for establishment of bioBDO and bio-butadiene
(biorubber) produced from forest.
b. Investigate all aspects of registration for example REACH for the EU market for
the intermediates/products.
6. Investigate the economics of alternative routes: syngas fermentation directly towards
butadiene (gas to gas fermentation).
Production of furans and conversion to FA and FDCA
This part of the case study will investigate the following:
1. Optimize dehydration reactions of C5 monomer mix to furfural for high yields by
combination of dehydration catalyst and product separation technologies (extraction,
membranes)
2. Evaluate heterogeneous catalysts for oxidation, hydrogenation, dehydration with regard
to their activity, selectivity and stability against over-oxidation and leaching
3. Evaluate the potential for capital costs reduction and acid consumption by replacing
corrosive mineral acids by heterogeneous catalysts
4. Evaluate the production costs and market potential for single compounds vs. compound
mixtures (xylose, arabinose, glucose and galactose)
Production of proteins from wood-based sugars
In order to produce a high value product this part of the case study will investigate
1. Different raw material in relation to protein content and amino acid composition.
2. Engineering of microorganisms towards optimal protein and amino acid composition and
their robustness in up-scaling.
3. Different cultivation techniques.
4. Feed production.
5. Evaluation of complete value chain including LCA, business models etc.
Creation of dialogue and building consensus around the idea of producing protein from wood
or wood residues will most likely lead to the creation of infrastructure which bridges gaps
between different industries. Production of feed ingredients from wood lies outside traditional
forest-based R&D. This highlights the importance of interdisciplinary infrastructure. A focus on
developing an interdisciplinary infrastructure incorporating the whole value chain is therefore
suggested. The embodiment of this topic is expected to facilitate market penetration and
achievements of global sustainability goals.
2.2.2 Description of work
The case study evaluates the conversion of sugar streams from three wood-based feedstock
types into the three commodity products proteins, BDO and furans. The aim is thereby to
define the operation window for primary and secondary processing with regard to:
 Acceptable levels of sugar purity for secondary conversion
 Optimal operation conditions for primary and secondary processing
 Reduction of overall process costs by developing compact one-pot processes,
advanced separation methods
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With the target of rapid process scale up test campaigns at pilot scale make up the core of this
case study. The final milestone of the project is to demonstrate the entire value chain at pilot
scale. As such campaigns are, however, connected to high costs, pre-projects and supporting
screening tests at lab/bench scale are required to validate whether certain process steps are
viable and to narrow the operation window at large scale.
As shown in Figure 5, ERIFORE partners cover the entire value chain from lab to pilot scale.

Figure 5. Expertise of ERIFORE partners along the value chain/TRL.

The project outline for this case study is as follows: A certain process step within the value
chain is optimized at lab/bench scale and the defined conditions are tested at pilot scale. The
product is distributed to partners working on downstream process steps. As shown in Figure 6
a close interaction and iteration between small and large scale facilities including supporting
tools, such as analysis, process design, provides the basis for a rapid scale up and process
optimization. For competitive processes a close interaction between individual process steps
along the value chain are required.
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Figure 6. Iterative lignocellulose conversion process development and scale up.

1. Primary processing of raw materials:
1.1 Identification of representative feedstocks with regard to European and local
availability, feedstock costs, alternative uses and suitability as raw material (WP1,
INRA, All partners)
1.2 Mechanical pre-treatment of raw materials – Chipping, milling, screening (FCBA,
Fraunhofer, SP, VTT)
 Distribution of materials along partners with lab/bench/pilot scale
fractionation/hydrolysis equipment
1.3 Fractionation, hydrolysis:
 Production of wood-based sugar batches at pilot scale and standard
conditions (FhG, SP)
• Distribution of sugar batches to partners with purification and secondary
conversion facilities
 Screening, optimization of fractionation/hydrolysis conditions, enzymes at lab
scale using high throughput test facilities (enzymatic assays, product analysis
etc.). (SINTEF, SP, VTT)
 Testing of workup technologies to remove inhibitors, poisons etc. (SP, VTT,
SINTEF, Fraunhofer)
 Evaluation of continuous process options and long term performance (SP,
VTT, SINTEF, Fraunhofer)
• Feedback with optimized process conditions to pilot scale facilities
 Production of pilot scale batches at optimized conditions (SP, Fraunhofer)
• Delivery of product to downstream processing partners
Milestones:
 Definition of optimal fractionation/pre-treatment conditions
 Identification of optimized enzyme mix
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2. Secondary processing of sugar streams:
2.1 Production of single cell proteins
 Production of batches at already established conditions (SP)
• Delivery of product to downstream processing partners
 Lab scale screening tests on growth rates of SCPs for sugar streams from
primary processing, new strains, optimized conditions (SINTEF, SP, VTT)
• Feedback to primary processing and pilot units
 Pilot scale growth tests based on optimized parameters (SP, Fraunhofer)
• Delivery of product to downstream processing partners
2.2 Production of BDO by fermentation
 Production of batches at already established conditions (BBEPP, Fraunhofer,
SP)
• Delivery of product to downstream processing partners
 Lab scale screening tests on production rates for sugar streams from primary
processing, new strains, optimized conditions (Fraunhofer, SINTEF, SP, VTT)
 Lab scale continuous process development (Fraunhofer, SINTEF, SP, VTT,
Tecnalia)
• Feedback to primary processing and pilot units
 Pilot scale tests based on optimized parameters (BBEPP, Fraunhofer, SP)
• Delivery of product to downstream processing partners
2.3 Production of furfurals by chemical conversion
 Production of batches at industrial conditions using mineral/organic acids (SP,
Fraunhofer, BBEPP)
• Delivery of product to downstream processing partners
 Lab scale screening tests on alternative catalyst systems for sugar streams
from primary processing, testing of catalyst long term stability and effect of
poisons (SP, SINTEF, VTT, KTH, Fraunhofer, Tecnalia)
 Lab scale continuous process development based on new catalyst systems
• Feedback to primary processing and pilot units (SP, SINTEF, VTT, KTH,
Fraunhofer, Tecnalia, LSIWC)
 Pilot scale continuous tests based on optimized parameters (SP, Fraunhofer,
BBEPP)
• Delivery of product to downstream processing partners
Milestones:
 Identification of optimal SCP and BDO strains
 Identification of scalable catalyst systems for sugar isomerization/dehydration
 Definition of optimal conversion conditions and acceptable levels of
impurities/inhibitors for continuous process
3. Downstream processing of product streams:
3.1 Product separation and purification
 Lab scale screening tests of advanced product separation methods (SP, VTT,
Tecnalia, SINTEF, Fraunhofer, LSIWC)
 Long term testing of material stability and separation efficiency (SP, VTT,
Tecnalia, SINTEF, Fraunhofer)
• Feedback to secondary processing and pilot units
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Pilot scale separation test campaigns at optimal operation window (VTT, SP,
BBEPP, Fraunhofer)
• Delivery of product to customers/research partners for product testing and
evaluation
3.2 Catalyst and solvent recycling
 Screening of green solvents (Fraunhofer, VTT, SINTEF, SP, Tecnalia,
BBEPP)
 Lab scale testing of solvent and catalyst recovery (Fraunhofer, VTT, SINTEF,
SP, Tecnalia)
 Long term testing of catalyst/solvent loss and product stream (Fraunhofer,
VTT, SINTEF, SP, Tecnalia)
• Feedback to secondary processing and pilot units
 Pilot scale separation test campaigns (Fraunhofer, SP, VTT, BBEPP)
• Delivery of product to customers/research partners for product testing and
evaluation
• Delivery water streams to wastewater treatment research partners
3.3 Waste water treatment
Lab scale testing of wastewater treatment mimicking industrial conditions
(Fraunhofer, VTT, SINTEF, SP, Tecnalia, BBEPP)
• Feedback to secondary processing and pilot units
Pilot scale waste water treatment test campaigns (Fraunhofer, VTT, SINTEF, SP,
Tecnalia)
This iteration of lab scale screening tests, pilot scale tests and economic and sustainability
analysis provides rapid process development. On lab scale model compounds and mixtures
can be used to gain more scientific insight. However, with the target of rapid scale up the focus
is to test real streams which are produced at upstream process steps.
The work within ERIFORE is divided into the work packages primary processing (silviculture,
pre-treatment, fractionation), secondary processing (biochemical and chemical conversion)
and downstream processing (separation, purification, recycling etc.) as shown in Level 1 of
Figure 7.
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Figure 7. Process chain overview and related research infrastructure coverage
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2.2.3 Use of existing infrastructure
Based on the value chain in Level 1 the available infrastructure can be separated into modules,
which can be chosen depending on the actual case to be studied. Level 3 shows that the
current ERIFORE consortium provides spanning the entire value chain. For less demanding
conditions (low pressure, non-corrosive media) infrastructure at TRL of 1-5 is available.
Especially pre-treatment, hydrolysis and fermentation as well as separation equipment is
available at a TRL up to 6.
Supporting tools available:








Corrosion/compatibility testing
Validated sampling and analytics
Techno-economics
Market studies
LCA, carbon footprint
System analysis (innovation, Technology, political climate)
Regulatory expertise (product testing, applications)
2.2.4 Infrastructure gaps - Requirements for new infrastructure

Infrastructure gaps have mainly been identified for pilot/demo scale equipment operable at
elevated pressures and resistant to corrosive media (Table 4). As such equipment is expensive
and cannot be assumed to be operated regularly, the most feasible option is to rent such
equipment from manufacturers based on flat rates.
Table 4. Infrastructure gaps

Value chain Primary
processing
Scale

Secondary
processing

Downstream
processing

Supporting
tools

Demo scale

High pressure
and corrosiveresistant
reactors for
chemical
conversion
above 10 L or
1L/h (TLR 4+)

Corrosive resistant
extraction/adsorption/ion
exchange units at demo
scale above 500 L/h
(TRL 6+)

Synchronized
analysis
protocols

Pilot scale

Lab/Bench
scale

Batch
autoclaves in
volumes above
5400 L (TRL
5+)
Batch
autoclaves
above and
below 400 L
(TRL 5+) for
high-pressure
Organosolv
pulping
-

-
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crystallization units
Integrated processes,
such as reactive
separation, catalyst
recycling etc. (TRL 4+)

-

-
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2.2.5 Required collaboration partners
Industrial actors tend to approach and collaborate with local research institutes and
universities, which have good knowledge of the available biomass feedstock, logistics and are
up-to-date with regard to research activities. It is, therefore, important to build a tight network of
actors over Europe, which then link to large scale facilities and do the initial development at
small scale as well as small scale development support for pilot/demo units.
In addition research partners focussing on training of operators, researchers at biomass
conversion equipment are a valuable addition to the consortium.
2.2.6 Time plan and cost estimation
Cost and time estimates for typical test campaigns at pilot scale are given in Table 5. These
include preparation, testing for sufficient time to produce product batches and allow extraction
of sufficient process data.
Table 5. Time scale and cost estimates for pilot/demo campaigns.

Pilot-plant
activities

Time scale at pilot/demo
scale

Estimated cost (k€) Partner

Fractionation of
biomass and
delivery of C5sugars:

3 days

15

FhG, SP

Hydrolysis to C6
sugars

2 days

10

FhG, SP

Protein
production

Small Pilot: 1-2 weeks

3-4

FhG, SP

Pilot: approx. 1 week
up to 10 m³ scale

40-90

FhG, SP

Pilot: 5 days up to 10 m3
scale

50-70

BBEPP, FhG

150

BBEPP

BDO
fermentation
including DSP

Demo: 5 days up to 200 m3
scale
Chemical
conversion

Pilot (20 kg/h): 5 days

25

FhG

HMF purification

Pilot: 15 days

34

FhG
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Preliminary business model(s)

The considered case study covers a rather broad area of interest and concerns a wide range
of stakeholders (see also Section 2.1.3). Analogously, successful completion of the case study
and realisation of the value chains could potentially benefit many different actors. Key parts of
the envisioned value chains are illustrated in Figure 8. On the feedstock supply side, there is a
market push, as feedstock owners seek to develop new markets for their products. Hence,
wood processing industries seek to find customers new, higher-value markets for bark,
sawdust and other processing residues. Forest-owners could benefit from new customers for
lower grade virgin wood. At the other end of the material cycle, recycling companies could be
interested in new applications for collected waste paper. Pulp and paper industry could thus be
suppliers, but also competitors for virgin wood and recycled paper feedstock.
There are virtually no commercial actors producing sugars from wood today, although there
are several commercial projects planned. Hence, the business landscape in this area is in an
early stage of formation. Forest industry companies and energy companies are both active in
the process. Producers and converters of first generation sugars to fuels, chemicals and
materials are more developed and may be interested in developing their feedstock basis.
There are also technology providers with proprietary technologies that they seek to sell through
licenses.
As the target products of the case study are commodities, there is a vast number of potential
downstream pathways. A few examples are given in Figure 8.
A market pull could be based on demand for lower priced commodities or demand for more
sustainable products to replace, for example, fossil based alternatives. In the latter case, the
driver may be legislation imposed on the non-sustainable use of resources or consumerdemand for sustainable alternatives. Large consumer-oriented brand owners could thus be
important stakeholders on the demand side.
Given the depicted situation, it is suggested that the development work would have to be
funded mainly by public funds. There are several potential industrial partners, but it seems
unlikely that they would contribute large funds to the case study project, besides their own
activities as in-kind contribution. An alternative could be that a number of key partners form a
consortium to jointly fund the project, given that they would agree on a model for the ownership
of the results and form a venture to realise one or several of the value chains. This alternative
could be challenging given the rather broad and general approach of the case.
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Figure 8. Schematic illustration of the value generation pathways in sugar platform case.

2.3.1 The value proposition
There are currently no wood-based sugar streams available at industrial volumes. The ultimate
value of a successful realization of the studied value chains is expected to be increased value
of the wood feedstock and more sustainable chemical-, material and food products. The
feasibility of valorising wood-based sugars depends on several parameters, as described in
section 2.1.1. Production of wood-based bulk chemicals and materials is a challenge as they
need to be produced at significant volumes and competitive costs. Also, for every process step
there is a wide range of technologies under development. A key value of the suggested case
study would be to provide a flexible infrastructure system able to test such technologies at
various scales and thereby allow to identify optimal chains of unit operations and process
conditions for a specific raw material and value chain.
The ERIFORE DRI offers knowledge and infrastructure required to develop a wide range of
value chains in an integrated biorefinery taking care of all side streams, optimizing primary
processing methods to maximize yield and reduce production costs. A key value offer is the
ability to evaluate different routes, products (any raw material, any products, any combination
of technologies, quality/cost perspective) and to test, and verify products and applications
throughout the value chain and at different scales. This could hardly be realized without
collaboration between several partners.
Coordination of multiple large-scale trials in different facilities, and the transportation of
material between these, is challenging. This task will clearly be simplified with a common
management of the key infrastructure resources within the DRI.
2.3.2 The stakeholders
The key stakeholders of the case study include forest owners, wood processing industries,
sugar-platform biorefineries, chemical polymer industries, feed producers, aquaculture
companies, food companies, process equipment manufacturers and technology providers, as
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described in section 2.1.3. Hence, a wide range of stakeholders would be interested in, and
possibly benefit from, the project. While it would probably be possible to identify actors from
most – if not all – of the stakeholder categories will to participate as a partner in the project, it is
not apparent than any single one of the stakeholders would be willing to finance a significant
part of the project given the broad and fairly general character of the study. Hence, public
funding agencies will probably be important stakeholders in the project. The formation of a
value chain consortium with non-competing actors along the value chain could be an important
step for creating the conditions for industry to contribute financially to the DRI activities
necessary to perform the case study. The ERIFORE network is rather complete when it comes
to competence and infrastructure for research and upscaling activities. Certain closer-tomarket players, such as engineering consultants and business development consultants could
be useful partners when it comes to evaluation of commercial feasibility of the considered
products and processes.
2.3.3 The resources
As discussed in section 2.2.3, the current ERIFORE consortium provides research and
innovation infrastructure spanning the entire value chain. For less demanding conditions (low
pressure, non-corrosive media) infrastructure at TRL-scales 1-5 is available. Especially pretreatment, hydrolysis and fermentation as well as separation equipment is available up to
approximately TRL 6. There is also extensive research competence and know-how in the
relevant areas and in running the infrastructure. Large-scale infrastructure and related, colocated smaller-scale equipment constitute key resources. Examples are the Biorefinery Demo
Plant and co-located lab and pilot facilities, in Örnsköldsvik, Sweden, the CBP in Leuna,
Germany, and the BBEPP in Gent, Belgium. However, lab, pilot and analysis resources
through-out the ERIFORE consortium would be employed in the project. See table 3 for further
details.
2.3.4 The activities
The case study includes lab and pilot experiments to test conversion of different feedstocks,
evaluate process steps throughout the production chain and rank available technologies for
individual process steps. Ultimately, the project will demonstrate entire value chains and
evaluate their performance and integration into existing plants.
Given the complexity of the task, planning and coordination will be important and demanding
activities. Also, logistics of test materials between research facilities will be challenging and
require special attention.
2.3.5 The economics
Pilot/demo campaigns are an important cost element for the projects and have been described
in section 2.2.6. However, project planning, coordination, analysis of results and overhead
costs etc. is also likely to account for a significant project cost. Input materials/feedstock and
evaluation of products is expected to be contributed in-kind of industrial partners.
As discussed previously in this chapter (section 2.3.2), a large share of the funding for the
project is expected to come from public funding sources, such as the EU. With a careful setup
of an appropriate industry consortium, public funding might be matched with an equal amount
of industry financing in-kind and in cash.
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2.3.6 Business model canvas
The key aspects of the business model have been summarized in a business model canvas
table (Table 6).
Table 6. Business model canvas for the sugar-based commodities case

2.4

Expected results

It is expected that the study will define the operation window for primary and secondary
processing with regard to:
 Acceptable levels of sugar purity for secondary conversion
 Optimal operation conditions for primary and secondary processing
 Reduction of overall process costs by developing compact one-pot processes,
advanced separation methods
Successful accomplishment of this will significantly improve prospects for valorisation of woodbased sugars and reduce investor risks. Furthermore, creation of dialogue and building a
mutual understanding of the opportunities and challenges around the production of woodbased commodity chemicals, materials and nutrients will most likely bridge gaps between
different industries, within and outside the domains of traditional forest-based R&D.
This highlights the importance of interdisciplinary infrastructure. A focus on developing an
interdisciplinary infrastructure incorporating the whole value chain is therefore suggested. The
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embodiment of this topic is expected to facilitate market penetration and achievements of
global sustainability goals.
2.5

Risks and uncertainties

Technical risks for the discussed value chains are discussed in the technical challenges
sections. There are obviously risks connected to the discussed value chain innovations. The
current and extended consortium and the European research community in general are well
experienced and equipped to tackle those challenges in a collaborative manner. Considering
the multi-facetted project approach, we are pretty convinced that progress towards the overall
goal, “more efficient processes for valorisation of forest-based biomass will be made. We feel
also certain that novel insights into biomass conversion will be obtained.
Table 7. Risks for executing distributed infrastructure project are listed in the following.

Risk description

Proposed risk-mitigation measures

Risk level

High costs of transport of
intermediates between pilot
scale units
Varying results of tests and
analysis resulting in poor
comparability of data
Competitiveness of
infrastructure within the
consortium

Select pilot scale infrastructure
covering the entire value chain if
possible

Medium

Synchronization of test and analysis
protocols, frequent round robins

High

Clarify differences between facilities
and discuss optimal set of facilities for
each case

Medium

2.6

Conclusions

The European infrastructure for lignocellulose conversion to value added chemicals and
products is covering the entire value chain from silviculture via primary and secondary
processing to purification of valuable chemicals and intermediates. Only minor gaps for have
been found in the field of highly demanding reaction conditions (High pressure, highly corrosive
media). This infrastructure can possibly be rented from manufacturers. Still the infrastructure is
rather scattered due to the major funding sources at regional and national level. This implies
duplication of infrastructure and challenges to keep large infrastructure in operation.
2.6.1 Benefits of collaboration
The described project could hardly be realized without collaboration between several partners.
A key strength is to be able to evaluate different routes, products (any raw material, any
products, any combination of technologies, quality/cost perspective) and to test, and verify
products and applications within the consortium
Coordination of multiple large-scale trials in different facilities, and the transportation of
material between these, will be challenging. One solution would be to focus large parts of work
to single locations in order to avoid transportation. There is likely to be a certain level of
internal competition between sites and it would be important to evaluate carefully where each
operation should be performed. This task would clearly be simplified with a common
management of the key infrastructure resources.
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A collaborative network of European research infrastructure is expected to be a valuable tool to
increase the awareness of infrastructure towards researchers and industry. It would connect
areas with different industry profiles and different lignocellulose resources. Large-scale
research has to be more coordinated and focussed addressing the current bottlenecks for
scale up. A coordinated European infrastructure network will allow to synchronize experimental
and analysis data resulting in better comparability of data as well as ranking of technologies
depending on the business case. New investments in research infrastructure should focus on
current infrastructure gaps, new technologies and current bottlenecks. The portfolio of
infrastructure should then be a large number of small scale infrastructure spread over Europe,
several flexible bench/small pilot units for testing the research ideas at more realistic conditions
and a few pilot plants able to mimic industrial operation. Focus should thereby be to improve
the process economy by developing one-pot reaction systems without intermediate separation,
development of continuous processes and minimization of waste streams.
An integrated European infrastructure in the studied field will have several benefits:


Closer collaboration of local research facilities and unique European large
scale infrastructure will provide a better access of pilot facilities to researchers.
This can speed up the scale up of promising lab scale developments. Further, local
institutes can function as hubs to link local industry to large scale infrastructure.



More collaborative work between fundamental and industrial research to focus
research towards current industrial bottlenecks. Further, a European infrastructure
network bundles scientific and industrial knowledge, as well as practical know-how of
biomass conversion.



Testing of new technologies can be accomplished using partners infrastructure.
Duplication of infrastructure can be minimized and new infrastructure will focus on
current gaps and new technologies.



A Database of European conversion data, synchronization of analysis
protocols and data will simplify the comparison of results at different laboratories
and enable the ranking of technologies for specific feedstocks and value chains.
2.6.2 Competence and infrastructure gaps

Infrastructure gaps have mainly been identified for pilot/demo scale equipment operable at
elevated pressures and resistant to corrosive media. This is expensive equipment and may not
be feasible to build for pilot/demo purposes, but would rather be small-scale production units.
One solution could be to rent such large-scale equipment from existing industrial facilities.
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3 Case 2: Forest derived Wood Plastic Composite (WPC) with
increased outdoor durability and fire resistance containing
lignin
3.1

Introduction
3.1.1 Idea and motivation

This case study aims at improving the durability and applicability of Wood Plastic Composites
(WPCs) by increasing the lignin content of the WPCs. It also aims at obtaining a 100% forest
based product by validating the possibility to use poly ethylene (PE) derived from bio ethanol
for the thermoplastic polymer matrix of the WPCs. The present global WPC production is 2.7
million tons10, with an annual growth-rate of approximately 10%. The material suffers from long
term stability problems, e.g. water adsorption and swelling of fibres, mildew attack, deformation
by plastic creep and it needs high content of fire retardants for safe use in buildings. Increased
lignin content could mitigate all these negative aspects of WPCs. Lignin or lignin derivatives
could be used for compatibilization of fibres11, included as fillers or transformed into a
thermoplastic to, at least partially, replace the normally used polyolefins or PVC matrix. The
most common type of lignin available today is kraft lignin from pulping industry. However, due
to its strong sulphurous smell this type of lignin needs further purification for most WPC
applications. There are new types of non-sulphur lignins being developed and up-scaled in
secondary bioethanol pilot plants. These types lignins could be an alternative for composite
materials for indoor use and for vehicle components, for which it is not acceptable with bad
smell. In general, new process technologies will be needed for extraction and processing of
lignin from wood and for fibre treatment, while adaptation of current methods might be enough
for composite processing. Potential uses include: decking, cladding, fences, furniture and
automotive parts. The structure of the considered case is illustrated in Figure 9.

Figure 9. Scheme of Case study using lignin in WPC materials

Motivation: A comprehensible review of the thermal properties of lignin in copolymers, blends
and composites12, describes how different types of and modifications of lignin behaves in
potential polymeric applications. Generally the addition of lignin improves the thermal stabilities
10

M. Carus and A. Eder, Global trends in wood-plastic composites (WPC). Bioplastics Mag., 2013, 8 (4), 16–17
N. Mariotti et.al. 2014 Combination of esterified kraft lignin and MAPE as coupling agent for bark/HDPE
composites. J.Mater. Sci. Res. 3: 8-22
12
S. Sen et.al. 2015 Thermal properties of lignin in copolymers, blends, and composites: a review. Green Chem.
17: 4862-4887
11
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of copolymers, blends and composite materials. Unmodified steam explosion lignin from straw
shows bad compatibility with high density polyethylene (HDPE)13, a nonpolar polymer highly
used for outdoor WPC applications. However, recent investigations show the possibility to use
lignin as one compatibilisation agent between natural fibres and HDPE.11 The European
project ProLignin, developed propionylated lignin in PE for extrusion of WPC profiles. 14 The
ERIFORE member VTT also developed plasticized lignin that was compounded with TMP
fibres and directly used for injection moulding in the Finnish project FuBio JR2.15

Figure 10. Example from the project FuBio JR2

Most projects about lignin use in WPC materials today are at laboratory scale or at most
reaches a prototype demonstrator. However, injection moulded items composed of a
thermoplastic containing lignin and natural fibres are produced by Tecnaro under the brand
Arboform. With this material, complicated structured items, like flutes and loud-speaker
casings, are produced. For large volume products, like extruded profiles, this company
produces another material called Arbofill, which is a plastic filled with pine or beach fibres.
Fire retardancy: Lignin has a highly aromatic structure, and could be advantageously used as a
char promotor in polymeric materials. Recent investigation intends to further improve the fire
retardancy by chemical modification of the lignin before mixing with polylactic acid (PLA)16 and
poly propylene (PP). 17
Outdoor durability: Since 2014 a harmonized European WPC norm was introduced (EN
15534)18, with material specifications and testing methods for durability. This norm has several
parts specific for different construction applications, such as decking-, cladding- and fencingprofiles. An extensive analysis of aging data from diverse weathering trials was presented by

13

R. Pucciariello et.al. 2004 Physical properties of Straw lignin-based polymer blends. Polymer 45: 4159-4169
ProLignin – High-value products from lignin side-streams of modern biorefineries. Final presentation 2014,
www.woodwisdom.net
15
FuBio JR2 programme report 2011-2014, Thermoplastic lignin and reinforcing cellulose fiber composites for
advanced biocomposite applications, pp. 104-121
16
L. Costes et.al. 2016 Phosphorous and nitrogen derivatization as efficient route for improvement of lignin flame
retardant action in PLA. European Polymer Journal 84: 652-667
17
Y, Yu et.al. 2012 Functionalized lignin by grafting phosphorous-nitrogen improves the thermal stability and
flame retardancy of polypropylene. Polym. Degrad. Stab. 97: 541-546
18
EN 15534-1: Composites made from Cellulose-Based Materials and Thermoplastics (Usually called WoodPolymer Composites (WPC) or Natural Fiber Composites (NFC))-Part 1: Test Methods for Characterization of
Compounds and products.
14
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Friedrich et.al.19 Among their conclusions was that wood fibres with higher lignin content
adsorbed less water and increased the durability of WPC materials. As a filler in a PLA matrix,
lignin has been shown to improve the thermal stability of PLA, as well as some mechanical
properties. 20
3.1.2 Development status
The industrial production of wood plastic composites is today well-developed, but highly
dependent on petroleum-based plastics, especially for outdoor construction uses, and the
material is suffering from durability problems. To improve the durability by increasing the lignin
content the following technical challenges have been identified:
Lignin selection and extraction methods suitable and economically viable for the end
uses. The availability of alternative sulphur-free lignins from secondary bioethanol production
is still low and only run at demonstration level (Currently TRL7-8). The use of kraft lignin,
highly purified from carbohydrates, sulphur and inorganics contamination, is under
development21 (TRL5-6 ).
Challenges to be addressed are:
1. Identification of best lignin type for end use in product
2. Separation and purification of lignin at low cost integrated with cellulose and
hemicellulose processes
3. In case of kraft lignin removal of sulphur giving bad smell
Fractionation/modification to render lignin thermoplastic or mixable with other
polymers. The Arbroform product is at TRL9, but it has too high cost in most construction
applications. Novel products has reached pilot and demonstration level (TRL7-8).
Challenges to be addressed are:
1. Find the best combination of lignin type and chemical modification
2. Stabilise the lignin from photo bleaching and leaching of colour and smell
3. Prepare the plasticised lignin in a form (pellets) easily compoundable with the plastics
Fibre compatibilization using lignin (TRL4-5)
Challenges to be addressed are:
1. Depending on fibre type/chemistry find the best form of lignin, depolymerised and/or
modified, for the treatments
2. The treatment should improve matrix adherence, water and biological resistance and
avoid leaching of coloured components and smell.
Adaptation of current composite processing methods. Conventional WPC production is
commercial (TRL 9) but adaptation of plasticized lignin processing is still on pilot level (TRL78). The low thermal resistance of plant fibres demands processing temperatures < 200ºC.
Challenges to be addressed are:
19

D. Friedrich et.al. 2016 Investigations on aging of Wood-plastic composites for outdoor applications: A metaanalysis using empirical data derived from diverse weathering trials. Construction and Building Materials 124:
1142-1152
20
I. Spiridon et al., 2015 Evaluation of PLA–lignin bioplastics properties before and after accelerated weathering.
Composites Part B: Engineering, 69:342–349
21
F. Bertaud et.al. (2015) Softwood kraft lignin isolation from black liquor: from laboratory to pilot-scale production
ATIP. Association Technique de L'Industrie Papetiere 69: 6-9
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1. Find the best combination of plasticised lignin with each bio-plastic
2. To optimise the processing conditions and additives
3. Reach the desired properties of the composites for final product applications
Non-technological challenges include ensuring that the final product quality/ suitability/
marketability/ cost is acceptable; improvement of the bad reputation of WPC decking products,
initially introduced on the market and assuring REACH compliance of depolymerised lignin
fractions.
3.1.3 Stakeholders
Stakeholders that will benefit from the targeted value chain (from raw material and
transformation to final product selling companies) include:
•
•
•
•

•

Biorefineries fractionate and valorise the biomass components (fibres, lipids,
sugars, lignin, etc.).
Composite producers: Beologic, Tecnaro, Fasalex…
Forest industry producing cellulose fibre composites, such as UPM, Stora Enso,
Sappi, Mondi etc.
Engineered wood and WPC producers for construction sector: Metsä Wood,
Green Plank, Scandinavian Plank, Sylvadec, UPM-Kymmene, NaturlnForm, NovoTech Boards: Renolit, Unilin, MegaWood
Other users: Construction, automotive and furniture industry (IKEA)

Around 60 commercial WPC and NFC granulate producers and traders with web addresses
and the plastics and fibres they use are listed in the latest edition of nova-Institute’s market
study22.
3.1.4 Overview of relevant research infrastructure
The required infrastructure was found to be available within the ERIFORE network (see
table 9). Other European research infrastructure organisations, not within ERIFORE, which
could also be relevant for the case study are, for example:
• Biorefinery consortia: Wageningen; Biobased Delta; BPF-pilot, Processum cluster,
etc.
• Swerea SICOMP institute in Sweden
• ZINT (Zentrum integrierte Naturstofftechnik), Technical University Dresden
Anyhow in Europe there is a long list of other partners with upscaling potential and pilot plants
that could be of use for projects applying lignin in WPC products, see table 10.

22

Wood-Plastic Composites (WPC) and Natural Fibre Composites (NFC): European and Global Markets 2012
and Future Trends in Automotive and Construction
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Table 8. List of projects of consulted ERIFORE members related with lignin and/or WPC materials and
how the new project advances the knowledge

Projects

Objective

Partner role

INNOBITE

Improvement of Arboform
thermoplastic resin by
incorporation of organosolv
wheat-straw lignin. Extrusion
of WPC profile with lignin as
filler
Produce a ventilated façade
element with improved fire
resistance, mechanical and
weathering properties,
complying EU Building code
Development of
biocomposite facades and
interior partitions according
to durability and fire
European standards.
Development of processes
and materials enabling
production of composites
with high lignin (>50% of the
matrix) and wood based
material contents.

TECNALIA –
Coordinator
and RTD

(FP7-ENV.2012.6.3-1)

HIFIVENT
(FP7-SME-2013)

OSIRIS
(FP7-EeB.NMP.2013-2)

The work was funded
by TEKES (the
Finnish Funding
Agency for
Innovation) and FIBIC
Oy (Finnish
Bioeconomy Cluster)
within FUBIO JR2
project.
Biomasseaufschluss 2 Evaluation of the suitability
(national project,
and advantage of using
funded by BMBF)
Organosolv lignin in
biocomposites

TECNALIA Coordinator
and RTD
FhG (WKI) RTD
TECNALIA Coordinator
and RTD
VTT - RTD
FhG – RTD
VTT –RTD

Using modified lignin
for improving
weathering and fire
resistance

FhG (CBP) –
Coordinator
and RTD

Using sulphur-free
thermoplastic lignin
for specific
composites,
Identification of
product categories for
different lignin types
Development of
methodology for high
purity lignin
production
Demonstration of
high purity lignin
production at kg
scale

GREENBOARDS

Use of high purity lignin and
tannins for wood panels
adhesives production

FCBA
(coordinator)

NEOLIGNOCOL

New lignin-based adhesives
for wood panels

FCBA
(partner)
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New project
approach
Lignin plasticising to
compatibilize with PE
for outdoor
construction
applications.

Using modified lignin
for improving
weathering and fire
resistance
Composites with high
lignin (>50% of the
matrix) and wood
based material
contents
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Table 9. Relevant large-scale infrastructure within the ERIFORE network

Work package

Module type

Lignin processes

Integrated biorefinery demo plant
with possibility to prepare hydrolysis
lignin in ton quantities(SP)

Supporting lab/bench
scale infrastructure
Lab scale lignin extraction,
modification and analysis
facilities at various
partners

Pilot scale organosolv lignin at 10
kg/day (Fraunhofer CBP).
Fraunhofer also have reactors for
base catalysed lignin
depolymerisation at 20 kg/h
Pilot scale purification and
desulphuration of kraft lignin,
batches of several kg is possible
(CTP-FCBA).

Fibre modifications/
treatments

Lignin extraction 500-5000L reactors
(BBEPP)
Pilot scale fibre production and
modifications (CTP-FCBA).
Cooking pilot 200 kg/day (CTPFCBA)

Lab scale fibre
modifications and testing
of water, fungal and fire
resistance at various
partners

Pulping reactor 1000 -5000 kg/day
(VTT) and (KTH)
Fibre milling/sieving/defibrillation
around 100kg/h (INRA)
Fibre milling/sieving up to 2000L
(BBEPP)
Plastic-lignin WPC
processing

Compounding capacity at VTT 20100kg and injection moulding 10-200
cups/day.
Pilot extrusion of 400kg profiles in
several days (INRA)
VTT, FhG and Wood K Plus also
have pilot capacity for profile
extrusion
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Lab scale optimization of
composites and properties
of test samples at various
partners
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Table 10. European Pilot-scale infrastructures other than from the ERIFORE network (replicated from
D3.2)

Country
Czech
Republic
Denmark

Org.

Chem.
Biopolymer Fiber
Conversion Processing technol.

University of Liberec

L,P

DTU
L,s,P
Lappeenranta University of
Finland
Technology
Mikkeli University of Applied
Finland
Sciences / FiberLaboratory
Finland
SciTech Service
L, s
Tampere University of
Finland
Technology
France
CTP, Grenoble
L,s,P
France
IFPEn, multiplace
L,s,P
BCM BioEconomy Cluster
Germany
Management GmbH
L,s,P
Germany DBFZ
Germany Fraunhofer WKI
Germany Fraunhofer IKTS
L,s,P
Germany Fraunhofer UMISCHT
L,s,P
L,s,P
Germany FZ Jülich
Leibniz institute for Polymer
Germany
Research Dresden
Germany PTS
Germany TITK
L,s,P
Germany TU Freiberg
Netherlands BPF
Norway
HiT
P
Norway
NIBIO
P
Norway
NTNU
L, s, P
Poland
IBWCh
Spain
AIMPLAS
Spain
AITIIP
Spain
GAIKER-IK4
Holmen (Melodea), More
Sweden
Research, SP
Sweden
Innventia
L,s
Sweden
MoRe Research
Sweden
Swerea
L= laboratory; s= semi pilot; P= pilot; D= Demo
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L,s
P
L,s,P,D
L

L, P
P

L,s,P

L,s,P

s,P,D

L,s,P

L,s,P,D

P
P
P
P

P
P
P
P
P
L,s
s, L

L,s,P,D
P
s,P
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Implementation

The suggested case study will develop high-lignin content WPCs through a collaborated effort
by INRA, RISE, FHG, CTP-FCBA, TECNALIA, VTT, LSIW and PPIMC. The aim is to
demonstrate one bulk product, produced by extrusion (cladding, decking, fencing), and one
special product (drinking cups) produced by injection moulding at pilot scale, to obtain
demonstrators (TRL 6-7). To take advantage of the different lignin producing capacities within
the consortium, the outdoor extrusion profile will be prepared both with desulphurated kraft
lignin and one non-sulphur lignin, this will make possible an important comparison of the final
performances and costs of the WPC profiles depending on the type of lignin.
3.2.1

Case study setup

The schematic presentation (Figure 11) shows how the five WPs are interconnected to
transform the wood-based raw materials via lignin and fibres in to two different types of WPC
materials. It is foreseen to validate the use of forest-derived bio-plastics to show the possibility
to reach 100% bio-content. In the case of extrusion of outdoor elements the use of high density
polyethylene (HDPE) is preferred, while in the case of injection moulding polylactic acid (PLA)
could be an alternative to have a totally biobased and biodegradable material.

Figure 11. Schematic presentation of a technological project to produce improved Wood Plastic
Composite materials with high lignin content.

3.2.2 Description of work
To take advantage of the partner’s different skills and pilot-plant capabilities, the work has
been divided into five work packages (WPs). Starting with laboratory verification and
adaptation of processes before scaling up at different partner pilot-plants. The processes as
well as the final demonstrators will be assessed by life cycle analysis, verification of product
specifications and recyclability. With the target of rapid process scale up, test campaigns at
41
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pilot scale are the core of this case study. The final milestone of the project is to demonstrate
the entire value chain at pilot scale. As such campaigns are, however, connected to high costs,
pre-projects and supporting screening tests at lab/bench scale are required to validate whether
certain process steps are viable and to narrow the operation window at large scale. As shown
in Figure 3, ERIFORE partners are very complementary covering the entire value chain from
lab to pilot scale.

Figure 12. Expertise of ERIFORE partners along the WPC value chain/TRL.

This case study is proposed to be set up as a two-year project including the following technical
WPs:
1. Raw material feed and selection
The partner INRA has raw-material databases and specific analytical methods for
characterisation. SP has earlier worked on bio-PE and FCBA complements on
knowledge on lignin and fibre availability.
Selection and handling of raw material sources (e.g. wood and /or wood residues) to
extract lignins and fibres. Inputs will come from industrial partners about final product
specifications and feed-back from WP 2-5 laboratory work to decide which lignin and
fibre modifications will be used for the upscaling and final pilot trials.
Task 1. Selection of raw materials that are a priori compatible with industrial
processes both on technical (chemical and physicochemical characteristics) and
economical aspects (availability, cost, durability,…). Determination of chemical and
physicochemical properties of raw materials: composition, molar masses, thermal
behaviour,… Since production of biobased polyethylene is already in commercial
production, fossil-based PE will be used in pilot trials. In WP5 validation will be done of
the value chain to incorporate bio-polyethylene (bio-PE) from forest by-products.
Task 2. Determination of the extraction process parameters that can be adapted to
tune raw material properties for optimal industrial use.
42
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Task 3. Choice, characterization and supply of raw materials needed for
laboratory/ demonstration purposes
2. Lignin processes
The ERIFORE partners SP, FhG and FCBA can produce three interesting types of none
or low sulphurous lignins for this value chain at pilot scale.
Task 1. Lignin extraction processes: Hydrothermal (SP); Organosolv (FhG), Highpurity Kraft (FCBA)
- Evaluation of lignin sources and optimization of lignin extraction methods to
obtain useful starting material, such as hydrolysis and organosolv lignin and in
case of kraft lignin purified and desulphurated.
- Scaling up and integration of lignin extraction method with hemicellulose and
cellulose valorisation. Evaluation of the quality of all fractions in relation with lignin
extraction process.
Task 2. Lignin modification processes: Depolymerisation (SP), base-catalysed
depolymerisation (FhG)
- Validation of lignin fractionation /modification methods to produce plasticized
lignin to partially or fully replace the WPC polyolefin matrix.
- Similarly validation of the processes to obtain a compatibilizing and water
stabilizing lignin-based resin for fibre treatments.
- Scaling up of appropriate lignin depolymerisation method to demonstrate the
feasibility
3. Fibre modifications/treatments
For the two types of WPC materials, pulped fibres would be preferred for the injection
moulded cups and milled wood fibres for the extrusion of profiles. Several partners could
prepare these kinds of fibres at pilot scale, but an alternative is to buy the selected fibres
and concentrate the work on the fibre treatments with modified lignin modification, that
FCBA could do at pilot-scale. Complementary laboratory trials and testing of all the
important compatibility parameters could be performed by Tecnalia.
Task 1. Selection and characterization of fibre raw materials
Selection of fibres is to be done at first: TMP, CTMP, kraft bleached or not, mechanical
milling and defibrillation or level of chemical modification.
Evaluation must be done of fibres structure according to sources and manufacturing
process. Then a determination of chemical composition and physical properties will be
performed.
Task 2. Fibre modification, evaluation and upscaling
Modification and evaluation of fibre surface properties to enhance efficiency of lignin
treatment and adhesion to polymer matrix. Another option is to perform lignin
43
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modification directly in the presence of fibres for specific reactivity with fibre
constituents.
Validation of the upscaling of fibre treatments with lignin. Quantities produced are in the
range of a few gr to several kg. The performances will be tested on compoundable fibrelignin complex samples: water adsorption potential, matrix compatibility and biological
(against fungi) and fire resistance. Additionally any leaching to water and smell will be
checked for.
-

Scale up to produce 100 kg of modified fibre for injection moulding and 200 kg for
extrusion

4. Plastic-lignin WPC processing
Many partners have experience of WPC processing. VTT has already advanced the
scale-up of lignin based mouldable items like cups. The partner INRA has capacity to
extrude profiles at larger quantities and partners LSIW and PPIMC have the laboratory
equipment required to produce test-samples and to analyse them for product
optimisation.
Task 1. Optimize lignin thermoplastic – polyolefin and PLA mixture
Parameters to be optimized when developing new lignin thermoplastic polyolefin and
PLA mixtures for different applications:








Suitable lignin fractions and modifications as well as mixtures
Suitable polyolefin and PLA for lignin composites and the end application
Lignin content
Needed pre-treatments for lignin (plasticization, compacting, drying…)
Optimal additives (coupling, dispersion, plasticization…)
o Is fibre reinforcement needed
Processing parameters
Feeding of the materials

In practice lignin thermoplastic polyolefin and PLA mixtures can be optimized in
laboratory scale. Using kg quantities for compounding, injection moulding and extrusion
of test samples/bars. The injection moulded or extruded test bars can be tested for
tensile strength, bending strength, impact strength, heat deflection temperature, water
absorption, fire test, leaching just to mention some tests. After testing the properties
under interest, the iteration process for improving the properties continues.
Task 2. Scaling up and adaptation of composite processing conditions to
produce WPC demonstrators
Once the quality of composite compound meets the material specific requirements and
the production process has been verified, the material manufacturing process will be upscaled and subsequently, compression and injection moulded prototypes (cups) will be
manufactured by VTT. The up-scaling and extrusion of prototype WPC profiles (decking,
cladding, fencing) will be performed by INRA.
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Task 3. Evaluation of end of life and recyclability of final products
To evaluate the recyclability of the final products, they will be fragmented/grinded and
then determined the percentage that can replace virgin material in the extrusion and
moulding processes.
5. Evaluation of Value Chain and material properties
The partners SP, Tecnalia and FCBA have all available standard tests for construction
materials. The partner SP has experience of validation of bio-PE and FCBA of LCAs of
wood-based construction materials.
Task 1. Techno-economic evaluation of the Value-Chain
The Techno-economic evaluation analyses costs of the whole value chain and includes
energy use, residues and by-products when relevant. Market analysis of competing
products for benchmarking. Evaluation of the integration of this value chain with other
potential value chains in a biorefinery concept. Validation of the value chain for the
potential use of bio-PE.
Task 2. LCAs of processes and products
A life-cycle approach will be applied to each process, including bio-waste collection,
storage and transportation, to evaluate environmental, economic and social impacts of
each process and its contribution within each value chain.
Task 3. Product evaluations and standard testing
Assessments of WPC products mechanical/ physical properties and durability using
standard tests when applicable.
3.2.3 Use of existing infrastructure
Within the ERIFORE existing infrastructures, synergies can be obtained, by combining different
partners’ specific technology solutions and upscaling capacities. In this case study, different
lignin sources and process technologies are possible within the consortium. As the partners
cover Europe south to north, outdoor durability testing can be performed under different
climatic conditions. This means that better and faster results can be obtained by the ERIFORE
collaboration. The following existing infrastructure is needed for the proposed project:









Laboratory with lignin extraction, modification and analysis capacities
Laboratory with compounding capacity to produce test samples
Laboratory for development analysis of chemical composition and surface properties
etc.
Laboratory standard testing: physio-mechanical properties and fire and biological
resistance
Pilot/ demo plants for lignin extraction and modification
Pilot/ demo plant for well adapted fibre production and modifications
Pilot plant for lignin depolymerisation
Pilot plants for WPC extrusion of profiles and injection moulding
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Concerning pilot plant capacities, ton quantities of hydrolysis lignin can be produced at RISE
Biorefinery Demo Plant (operated 24/7), which is more than enough for validating any
commercial application.
Fraunhofer CBP can produce Organosolv lignin with a capacity of approx. 10 kg per day
depending on the raw material. Furthermore, it is also possible to provide other types of lignin
(e.g. soda) for benchmarking. Fraunhofer CBP can operate a continuous base-catalysed lignin
depolymerisation (operated 24/7) with a throughput of up to 20 kg per hour. Fraunhofer could
also realize any type of modifications/derivatizations in a 50-L chemical reactor. Depending on
the process, even larger volume reactors may be available.
FCBA is equipped with a pilot installation making it possible to extract and produce lignin from
black liquor. Batches of several kg are possible. In past projects, 100kg have been produced
and to reach targeted 200kg, batches will be multiplied. Various levels of purity can be
obtained depending on the target fixed. For larger quantities, kraft lignin can be bought from
Lignoboost Demo at "Ligoncity" in Bäckhammar (8000 t/yr Kraft lignin) and related
upscale/development equipment at RISE (former Innventia).
Fibre treatment can be performed at FCBA in reactors for chemistry synthesis. Various
volumes are available, making it possible to consider gram up to kg. Treatment could be low or
high consistency.
For INRA, a pilot scale extrusion of 400 kg of material could be done in several days of time if
the extrusion parameters have been optimized in a previous step otherwise longer time and
extra-cost will be needed depending of the raw material properties.
VTT can compound lignin – polymer composites approximately 20 – 100 kg depending on the
material properties. The injection moulding capacity depends a lot on the material properties
(10 – 200 cups/day or more).
Large scale infrastructure available within ERIFORE is shown in table 11:
3.2.1 Requirements for new infrastructure
For this case study there is no direct need for additional infrastructure. If upscaling the use of
steam-exploded lignin and fibre should be included. LSIW and PPIMC have the knowledge
about the technology but no available pilot plant capacity.
3.2.2 Required collaboration partners
The project will need industrial collaboration partners such as market actors/ companies to
define market conditions/needs and target properties of the final WPC products.
Tecnaro GmbH, as the only WPC producing company today using lignin in their products,
could be an important collaboration partner.
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Table 11. Relevant large-scale infrastructure available within ERIFORE

Task
WP 1
Task 1
Task 2
Task 3
WP 2
Task 1

Task 2

WP 3
Task 1
Task 2
WP 4
Task 1
Task 2

Task 3
WP 5
Task 1
Task 2
Task 3.

Infrastructure

Comment

Analytical laboratory
Laboratory small process
Analytical laboratory
Hydrothermal lignin pilot – SP
(Processum)
Organosolv lignin pilot - FhG-CBP
Kraft lignin desulphuration pilot –
FCBA
Base cat. depolym. – FhG-CBP
Lignin modific. – FhG-CBP
Base cat. Depolym. – SP
Lignin modific. – SP

Ton quantities
Limit 10 kg/day
Limit several kg/batch
Prod 20 kg/h
Reactor 50L

Lab analysis
Lab treatments and analysis
Pilot treatments-FCBA
Lab test samples and analysis
Pilot compound /injection mouldingVTT
Pilot compound/ extrusion-INRA
Lab test samples and analysis

20-100kg/day
100kg/day

Knowledge
Knowledge
Lab performance tests
3.2.3 Time plan and cost estimation

The planned time for the project execution is two years, one year for initially laboratory work
and one year pilot scale development. To estimate the total cost of the project, the most
important costs of the pilot-scale productions are listed below:
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Table 12. Estimated pilot-plant production costs and execution times

Pilot-plant activities

Time scale

Estimated cost (k€)

Partner

Hydrothermal lignin
production

3 weeks

130

RISE

Organosolv lignin
production

15 weeks

320

FhG

40

FCBA

Kraft lignin production 3 weeks
Lignin modification
Lignin
depolymerisation

6 months

400

FhG

Fibre treatments

6weeks

100

FCBA

WPC
processing/extrusion

1 week

20

INRA

WPC
processing/moulding

9 weeks

54

VTT

3.3

Preliminary business model(s)

The case study aims to develop the value chain for biobased WPC products, with a high
content of lignin. The value chain and key stakeholder groups are outlined in figure 13.
Given the broad scope and extent of the study, we assume that it will be partly funded through
public funding agencies. The studied value chain is, however, relatively close to market
application and there are several established market actors with an interest in the study. It is
therefore likely that there would be private co-funding in the project.
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WPC panel – construction – house

Kraft lignin
New
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Figure 13. WPC value chain

3.3.1 The value proposition
WPC materials have an existing and growing market. The materials typically suffers from some
general problems related to long term stability (e.g. water adsorption and swelling of fibres,
mildew attack, deformation by plastic creep) and fire safety, requiring large addition of fire
retardants for safe use in buildings. The suggested project will improve the material durability
by reducing water adsorption and swelling, reduce microbial degradation and improve the fire
resistance. It will contribute to a reduced dependence on petroleum-based materials,
eventually reorganizing the industry to all-forest based sources. Hence, the project could
generate value for a range of stakeholders and for society at large.
The main benefit of collaboration within the DRI is improved cost efficiency for all project
partners by using existing and appropriate infrastructure. It would also mean a shorter time for
development and a facilitation of possible material flow and processing between different
companies in different member-states. The studied application is relatively close to market and
related to existing commercial products, and hence the IPR issues must be carefully treated.
The DRI cooperation could provide the necessary working models and formalities for handling
of IPR.
3.3.2 The stakeholders
Stakeholders that will benefit from the targeted value chain (from raw material and
transformation to final product selling companies) include (See also section 3.1.3): Wood
processing industries and other biorefineries that fractionate and valorise biomass components
(fibres, lipids, sugars, lignin, etc.), composite producers, Engineered wood and WPC producers
for construction sector and end-user companies within, for example, construction, automotive
and furniture industries. WPC producers include both very small and relatively large
companies. Trex Company, for example, is one of the larger companies, with annual sales of
about $M 40023.
23

www.trex.com
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Given the applied nature of the project, it could benefit from a large engagement of commercial
stakeholders, such as a WPC granulate manufacturer (such as Beologic) or WPC product
manufacturer (such as Trex). For the application of kraft lignin, there is an obvious push from
the pulp industry seeking added value application areas for their lignin. Several forest industry
companies are also seeking to enter new types of material markets, thereby developing
various types of wood-fibre composite materials.
Whereas the ERIFORE consortium is found to cover the competence and infrastructure
requirements of the projects, there are other organisations which could also add value to the
project, for example RTO’s such as Swerea and ZINT and the lignin test and demo site
LignoCity.
3.3.3 The resources
It is found that the ERIFORE DRI contains the necessary equipment to execute the project,
which includes lab and pilot or demo facilities for lignin extraction, modification and analysis,
compounding, analysis and material testing, fibre production and modification, lignin
depolymerisation and WPC extrusion and injection moulding.
Within the ERIFORE existing infrastructures, synergies can be obtained, by combining different
partners’ specific technology solutions and upscaling capacities. Different lignin sources and
process technologies are possible within the consortium. As the partners cover Europe south
to north, outdoor durability testing can be performed under different climatic conditions.
3.3.4 The activities
The project will perform laboratory verification and adaptation of processes before scaling up at
different partner pilot-plants. The processes as well as the final demonstrators will be assessed
by life cycle analysis, verification of product specifications and recyclability. With the target of
rapid process scale up, test campaigns at pilot scale are the core of this case study. The final
milestone of the project is to demonstrate the entire value chain at pilot scale. Planning,
coordination and IPR management will also be important activities.
3.3.5 The economics
Pilot/demo campaigns are an important cost element for the projects and have been described
in section 3.2.6. However, project planning, coordination, analysis of results and overhead
costs etc. is also likely to account for a significant project cost. Input materials/feedstock and
evaluation of products is expected to be contributed in-kind of industrial partners.
In the suggested setup, the project is likely to be funded with a mix of public and private
funding. If there is strong interest from large commercial players – such as a forest industry
and a construction industry and/or WPC manufacturer, the project could be funded exclusively
with private money, but it would in this case have to be tailored to the interest of these
companies, and probable set up in a stepwise structure rather than one single large project.
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3.3.6 Business model canvas
The key aspects of the business model have been summarized in a business model canvas
table (Table 13)
Table 13. Business model canvas for the engineered wood composites case

3.4

Expected results

The technical and economic feasibility of the selected case study has a vast potential to appeal
to the emerging field of bio-based industry both in Europe and the rest of the World. In the
future, there will be increasing need for more sustainable construction materials, with improved
performances and with reduced dependence on fossil based raw materials. By specific use of
lignin it will be possible to improve the material durability by: reducing water adsorption and
swelling, reduce microbial degradation and improve the fire resistance. A successful research
and implementation in this field will ensure a reduced dependence on petroleum-based
materials, eventually reorganizing the industry to all-forest based sources – as shown in this
Case Study with Wood Plastic Composites – and enabling a more sustainable industry model
compared to the current one.
The results of this case study would produce knowledge and methods to valorise lignin to
improve the performance of a large volume product - WPC. Compared with current methods in
industry, both extraction and modification methods for lignin have not been designed well
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enough for potentially best results – a fully complete lignin extraction from wood is yet to be
implemented on industrial scale – and modification possibilities for lignin-based products offer
a space for improvement in current methods and development of new, previously thought
unachievable ways to utilize lignin in WPC. The Case study of “Forest derived Wood Plastic
Composite (WPC) with increased outdoor durability and fire resistance containing lignin” will
help to acknowledge not only the application and valorisation of lignin in WPC, but it will
contribute to other scientific lignin-based material research and industrial use as well.
Increase of the biobased content and reduction of the content of petrol based polyolefin would
be a step in the direction towards the economic model of bio-based economy for reasons like
better utilization of highly protean structure of lignin, since lignin can be used as a green
alternative not just for currently petroleum-derived plastics in composite materials, but for many
other petroleum-derived substances as well, for example, fuels, resins, rubber additives,
thermoplastic blends and pharmaceuticals. The implementation of a more versatile use for
lignin would reduce the overall carbon footprint from industrial production, leading to beneficial
outcomes as progress in energy conservation, more variable and innovative bio-based product
expansion in market and, finally, it would conform to the rules set by EU for new material
development regarding ecological aspects.
3.5

Risks and uncertainties

A number of risks and uncertainties need to be considered for a 100 % biobased product.
Some major issues are commented upon below. The risk analysis is likely to differ significantly
between the high-volume/low-price product and a special/high-price product. When defining
the product properties a more detailed risk analysis should be made for each product together
with the company stakeholders.






Market/ Consumer response
o Market price must cover the extra production cost. Buyers of bulk products are
likely to be more price sensitive.
Regulatory
o Compliance with REACH and other application specific regulations e.g. building
norms
Technical
o Product performance/ properties; E.g. weather and biological resistance will be
critical to cladding. Colour and smell is likely to be critical for a consumer
speciality product.
Process considerations.
o Bio-based raw material processing requires robust processes capable of
handling natural variations in feedstock. Especially for the bulk product high
process availability and stable production is critical. Integration of processes and
products to maximize utilization of the whole feedstock and process side streams
will determine the overall economy.
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Table 14. Risks for developing the value chain and with the final products

Risk description

Proposed risk-mitigation measures

Risk level

High costs for transport of
intermediates between pilot
scale units
Varying results of tests and
analysis resulting in poor
comparability of data
Competition between
infrastructure sites within the
consortium
Higher market price on final
products

Select pilot scale infrastructure
covering the entire value chain if
possible

Medium

Synchronization of test and analysis
protocols, frequent round robins

High

Regulatory compliance with
REACH and Building Norms

Clarify differences between facilities
and discuss optimal set of facilities for
Medium
each case
Follow a Techno-Economic evaluation
High
during all the project development
Perform normalized testing of end
products. For new depolymerized lignin
fractions, it will be sooner registered in Medium
REACH those developed for other
large scale uses, e.g. Biofuel

Technical product
performances/properties

Use traditional additivation to
composite to reach desired
performances

Natural variations in feedstock

Careful characterisation of raw material
and optimization of processes to admit Medium
for those variations

3.6

Low

Conclusions
3.6.1 Benefits of collaboration

The main benefit of the collaboration is improved cost efficiency for all project partners by
using existing and appropriate infrastructure. It would also mean a shorter time for
development and a facilitation of material flows between different companies in different
member-states.
3.6.2 Competence and infrastructure gaps
For this case study there is no direct need for additional infrastructure.
3.6.3 Challenges
Among the technical challenges has been identified the upscaling of:




Lignin selection and extraction methods suitable and economically viable for the end
uses.
Fractionation/modification to render lignin thermoplastics or mixable with other polymers
Fibre compatibilization using lignin
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These technical problems can be solved by the vast experience within the ERIFORE
consortium.
Another type of challenge is the coordination and IPR management in a high TRL/ close to
market product development project. To solve this, the background knowledge and IPR must
be carefully documented in a consortium agreement and the exploitation rights defined before
the start of the project.
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4 Case 3: Ioncell-F process upscaling and application for
cellulose nanospinning
4.1

Introduction
4.1.1 Idea and motivation

This case study responds to the increasing global needs for man-made cellulosic fibres, by
focusing on a new ionic liquid (IL) based technology for the production of cellulosic textile fibres
and technical nanofibres. As described in more detail below, two separate main questions
were now selected for closer study to facilitate commercialisation of the novel technology: upscaling of the recycling of ionic liquid used for cellulose dissolution, and the use of
electrospinning for the manufacture of specialty nanotextiles from tailored spinning solutions. A
key component of the IL technology is the recycling of the ILs. The recycling process has been
developed and tested on a smaller scale but needs to be proven on a larger scale. Hence, the
present case study has a particular focus on the upscaling of the IL recovery. As a whole,
however, the entire value chains from different raw materials to different end-products will be
addressed.
The demand for textile fibres is rapidly increasing because of the population growth and an
improved standard of living. The future demand for textiles cannot be met by increasing the
production of cotton due to the large land area required for farming and the amount of water
required for irrigation. The resulting cellulose gap for textiles is estimated to be 1020 Mt/a by
203024, 25. Therefore, sustainable man-made fibres are needed to replace or supplement
cotton. Currently, there are two main man-made cellulose fibres (MMCF) on the market:
viscose and Lyocell (Tencel®). The MMCF share of the global fibre market (94.9 Mt in 2015)
was 6%, i.e. 5.7 Mt (of which Tencel accounts for 220 kt/a), and is estimated to grow another
6% by 202026 (Figure 14).
The production of viscose requires, however, the use of carbon disulphide which is a very toxic
chemical. The solvent (NMMO) applied in the production of Tencel® fibres also has an intrinsic
shortcoming: its chemical and thermal instability may cause a risk of dangerous runaway
reactions. The TENCEL® sales can be estimated to correspond to minimum 633 M€/a with the
staple fibres price of 3 €/kg. However, for specialty fibres for demanding applications the price
can increase even up to 15-20 €/kg.
To overcome the shortcommings of the existing processes for making textiles out of wood
cellulose, there are several research initiatives. The new promising technology considered for
production of man-made cellulosic textile fibres in this case study is known as Ioncell-F
(Figure 15). It has recently been developed at Aalto University and University of Helsinki27, 28
and it uses a novel ionic liquid (IL), 1,5-diazabicyclo[4.3.0]non-5-ene acetate ([DBNH][OAc]),
24

F.M. Hämmerle, The cellulose gap (the future of cellulose fibres). Lenzinger Ber. 89, 2011,1221.
D. Eichinger, A vision of the world of cellulosic fibers in 2020. Lenzinger Ber. 90, 2012, 1–7.
26
The Fiber Year, World survey on textiles & nonwovens, 2016.
27
M. Hummel et al., Ionic liquids for the production of man-made cellulosic fibers  opportunities and challenges.
Adv. Polym. Sci. 271, 2016, 133168.
28
M. Michud et al., Ioncell-F: ionic liquid-based cellulosic textile fibers as an alternative to viscose and Lyocell.
Text. Res. J. 86, 2016, 543552.
25
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invented at University of Helsinki29. This compound is an environmentally friendly and
inherently safe alternative to the more problematic solvent systems used in current man-made
cellulosic fibre production processes. An essential element of the industrial Ioncell-F process
would be efficient recycling of the ionic liquid; up-scaling of this step from lab-scale to pilotscale forms one of the key milestones on the way to commercialise the process.

Figure 14. Currently available man-made cellulosic fibres (from Aalto University and refs
30
from Röder et al. ).

24, 25, 26

. Photos

Figure 15. Ioncell-F process and the structure of the applied ionic liquid. The successful realisation of the
IL recycling is one of the key requirements for future commercialisation of the process (source: Aalto
University)
29

A. Parviainen et al., Predicting cellulose solvating capabilities of acid–base conjugate ionic liquids.
ChemSusChem 6, 2013, 21612169.
30
T. Röder et al., Comparative characterisation of man-made regenerated cellulose fibres. Lenzinger Ber. 89,
2009, 98105.
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So far, the Ioncell-F process has been designed and studied for the manufacture of textile
fibres and reinforcing filaments for composites using traditional air-jet spinning. To extend the
application portfolio of the present cellulose dissolution technique, its suitability for the
preparation of various tailored solutions for electrospinning – to produce technical nanotextiles
with various functionalities  will also be investigated.
Today, electrospinning is the most widely used technique to produce nanofibres, although
many other methods such as melt spinning, chemical vapour deposition, self-assembly and
nanolithographic techniques can be used. Several comprehensive review papers31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36
give good summaries on the state-of-the art of electrospun nanofibres, their current and
potential future applications, commercialisation status, and research needs. In these studies,
the main focus has so far been, however, on synthetic nanofibres. Their known or most
potential application areas include filtration, functional textiles and clothing, composites, skin
care and cosmetics, medical and bioengineering, electronics and energy systems, and food.
Kannan et al.33 have summarised the situation by stating that “despite the clear potential for
nanofibres to be used in versatile applications, the uptake in terms of the number of
commercialized products that utilize electrospun nanofibre remains very limited, with air
filtration being the only sector in which they are used extensively. This is mainly due to
“invisibility” of the potential of the nanofibre in the technology market. Therefore it is essential
for the nanofibre manufactures to showcase the full potential of nanofibres in various diverse
sectors to the global market as early as possible by collaborating with research organizations
and academics at early stage”.
However, there are highly optimistic market opportunities for the nanofibres in several sectors.
The entire global nanotechnology market, encompassing nanostructured materials, nanotools
and nanodevices, was estimated to be worth approximately $23 billion in 2015, with continued
steady growth expected37. The nanofibres are currently estimated to represent more than 2%
of this market, but their share is expected to grow in the future as the use of nanofibres
expands at a faster rate than other segments of the nanotechnology sector. The global market
for nanofibre product reached $203.2 million and $276.8 million in 2013 and 2014,
respectively. This market is projected to grow from $383.7 million in 2015 to nearly $2.0 billion
in 2020, representing a compound annual growth rate of 38.6% between 2015 and 2020.
For the manufacture of tailored cellulose-based nanofibres, electrospinning is also a potential
technology due to relatively easy modification of the spinning solutions, as recently reviewed

31

L. Parsano et al., Industrial upscaling of electrospinning and applications of polymer nanofibers: a review.
Macromol. Mater. Eng. 298, 2013, 504–520.
32
A. Rezaei et al., Application of cellulosic nanofibers in food science using electrospinning and its potential risk.
Compr. Rev. Food Sci. Food Safety 14, 2015, 270284.
33
B. Kannan et al., Electrospinning—commercial applications, challenges and opportunities. In S. Fakirov (Ed.),
Nano-size Polymers, 2016, 309342.
34
M. Mirjalili and S. Zohoori, Review for application of electrospinning and electrospun nanofibers technology in
textile industry. J. Nanostruct. Chem. 6, 2016, 207–213.
35
S. Thenmozhi et al., Electrospun nanofibers: New generation materials for advanced applications. Mater. Sci.
Eng. B 217, 2017, 36–48.
36
W. Zhang et al., Electrospun nanofibres containing antimicrobial plant extracts (review). Nanomaterials 7, 2017,
42; doi:10.3390/nano7020042.
37
BCC Research, Global markets and technologies for nanofibers, 2016.
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by Prasanth et al.38. Some of the key challenges include the risk of cellulose degradation
before it melts and a limited range of solvents available for cellulose dissolution.
4.1.2 Development status
The Ioncell-F process in its present form is fully operational on a laboratory scale, and it has
been demonstrated by producing various prototype products39. The suitable raw materials
include dissolving pulp and paper grade kraft pulp, as well as waste paper cardboard, and
waste cotton.
For the overall commercialisation of the Ioncell-F process, studies on the up-scaling of the
ionic liquid recycling (to TRL 57) now form the crucial future step to be addressed (Figure 16).
This requires water separation from the IL-water mixtures, preferably by evaporation. Detailed
information on the nature and concentration of various impurities also need to be gathered, to
support the recycling studies. The other process steps to textile fibres after cellulose
dissolution (Figure 15) are based on known technologies and need only marginal extra
attention at the moment. However, although IL recycling is identified as the key bottleneck for
upscaling, the entire process from feedstock to textile fibe would eventually have to be
demonstrated in larger scale but this is out of the scope of the present case study.

Figure 16. Current status of the Ioncell-F process development.

The commercialisation of electrospinning of cellulose is currently at an early stage. For
example, Prasanth et al.38 have summarised the current status by stating that “the
understanding in electrospinning of cellulose, property characterization of electrospun
cellulosic nanofibres, and in the exploration of these nanofibre applications is very limited.
Extensive researches and developments in all these three areas are required in the future.
With more effort from the scientific and engineering community, electrospinning will become
38

R. Prasanth et al., Electrospinning of cellulose: Process and applications. In: Nanocellulose Polymer
Nanocomposites: Fundamentals and Applications (Ed. V.K. Thakur), Wiley, 2014, p. 311340.
39
Images shown at http://puu.aalto.fi/en/research/research_groups/biorefineries/ioncell_f.
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one of the most powerful tools for fabricating high performance advanced cellulosic materials
with broad range of functionalities and applications in multidisciplinary areas in the near future”.
Especially the electrospinning of cellulose from ionic liquids is at an early stage of
development, with only a limited number of studies published during the past 15 years 38, 40, 41.
One of the most fundamental issues to be tackled is the low volatility of the ionic liquids as they
do not readily evaporate during the flight from the spinneret to the collector42. Therefore, the
processes will require custom designed spinning procedures, in which the cellulose fibres are
deposited into a coagulant media such as alcohol or water in order to recover the fibres and
remove the ionic liquid. In electrospinning, the electrospun jet directly enters the coagulation
bath to form the fibres that are drawn out with a collector in the same way. As a whole, it is
thus apparent that a lot of fundamental studies will be required to optimise the main operational
parameters (reviewed by Haider et al.43) for successful electrospinning of cellulose from a new
type of solutions based on the Ioncell-F process. The present project will respond to these
challenges.
4.1.3 Stakeholders
The following stakeholders could be expected to benefit from the proposed study:
1. Value chain(s) for textiles (supplement or replacement for viscose and Tencel):
 Pulp manufacturers
 Yarn spinners and fabric producers; producers of non-wovens
 End product producers
o Hygiene products, wound tissues and other medical applications
o Clothing industry, home textiles producers
o Producers of lightweight composite material
2. Value chain(s) for novel nanotextiles:
 Producers of technical appliances, special clothing, filters, medical technology, materials
for cosmetics application, producers of insulation materials, electronic devices, sun
batteries;
 End users of technical and medical appliances in their work practice, sportsmen,
soldiers, cosmonauts, alpinists and others working/spending long time in extreme
circumstances.
 Electrospinning technology providers.
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Implementation
4.2.1 Case study setup

As is evident from the Section 4.1, the present case study is strongly integrated to the Ioncell-F
technology, currently being developed by Aalto University for textile fibres, and already
demonstrated on a large laboratory-scale by producing various prototypes. The current key
questions of interest include pilot-scale recycling studies for the solvent, and small-scale
studies on how to tailor the cellulose dope to the demands of electrospinning, to produce
cellulosic nanofibres for selected future applications. As the present Ioncell-F process set-up is
of sufficiently large scale to produce (in multiple batches) enough liquors for pilot-scale
recycling tests, there is no urgent need at this stage to up-scale other process steps. Thus, the
existing equipment can fully be used for the other steps, apart from the recycling. The existing
system is also suitable for the production of the Ioncell-F solution for the electrospinning
studies by other partners, to ensure that similar material is used by different partners. Different
raw materials can be used as the cellulose source.
For electrospinning, the greatest added value for electrospun nanofibres can be realised when
they are used as part of composites or in a multi-component construction. These materials are
targeted at areas such as energy conversion and storage, liquid and air filtration, food and
packaging, health and personal care, and environmental protection. The following cases are
included as the proposed main candidates:
 Development of dissolved cellulose nanofibres supporting web as first step with following
functionalization in the framework of existing/under development commercial process of
end applications. For these products, two main potential applications can be foreseen: 1)
components of composites to improve adhesion to thermoplastic matrixes and mechanical
properties of natural fibres- based composites, and 2) supporting webs to reach
homogeneous dispersion of other active components, such as carbon nanotubes, ZnO, and
TiO2.
 Development of functionalised composites with antimicrobial activities (e.g. ZnO, TiO2,
conifer needle chlorophyll and its derivatives). For these, the main application areas include
cosmetics and medical textiles, filtration membranes, components for special clothing and
equipment (e.g. police, armed forces, mountain climbing, farmers, social care).
 Development of functionalised composites incorporated with carbon nanotubes44
corresponding to technical parameters. The resulting light, high performance materials can
be used for space and aircraft, and car constructions as the electrical, thermal, dielectric,
rheological and mechanical properties of the carbon nanotubes filled nanocomposites are
significantly enhanced compared to neat polymers.
4.2.2 Description of work
The planned work can be executed in the limited number of work packages in a joint project
with a relatively small number of partners (Figure 17). As the core step in the overall project is
the production of Ioncell-F-based cellulose solution by Aalto, it would be beneficial to avoid
long-distance transports of the dopes. It is therefore now suggested that technical elements of
the project are mainly covered by three ERIFORE participants from Northern Europe. Some
44
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other ERIFORE partners could also have access to certain equipment needed here, such as
laboratory-scale electrospinning devices (see Section 4.2.3).
The experimental part (WPs 14) of the planned textile project includes the following main
steps:
 Preparation of the spinning solutions used in the recycling studies (large volumes) or in
tailoring of spinning solutions for the optimisation of the electrospinning processes.
 Up-scaling the solvent recovery, particularly after the traditional air-jet spinning, with some
contributions to electrospinning.
 Optimisation of the electrospinning parameters for selected product types
 Testing the new types of nanofibre products (from optimised electrospinning processes) in
the selected applications.
WP1, spinning solution preparation
In this WP, Ioncell-F technology is used by Aalto to produce the required cellulose solutions,
used both in the recycling studies (in WP2, after the fibres have been spun) and in the
electrospinning studies. The starting point is to use the same cellulose solutions in both of the
above studies. In this approach, Aalto will deliver the typical Ioncell-F solutions to the
electrospinning partners (LSIWC, VTT and KTH) who will take care of the solution
modifications as required for further processing in WPs 3 and 4. However, Aalto is also
prepared to consider tailored modifications to the typical cellulose dissolution procedures if that
turns out to be beneficial or necessary for further modification and electrospinning.

Figure 17. Expertise of selected ERIFORE partners along the value chain/TRL in the proposed case study
based on the Ioncell-F technology.
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Planned tasks within WP1 include:
Task 1.1. Selection of raw materials. In this context, the use of different pulps (e.g. dissolving
pulp, paper-grade kraft pulp) and recycled fibres as raw materials will be compared. The
comparison will also take into account the possible pre-set, product-specific spinning solution
specifications (as established in WP3).
Task 1.2. Spinning solutions. Aalto will prepare (up to hundreds of litres) of the ionic liquidwater mixtures in which the fibres have been spun. These will be used for recovery studies in
WP2.
Task 1.3. Impurities in the spinning solutions. Aalto and VTT will refine analytical methods for
the identification of different impurities in the ionic liquid solutions. The major products are
expected to be derived mainly from lignin, hemicelluloses and cellulose, and the ionic liquid. In
addition, impurities formed in the electrospinning process (due to high voltage electrical field)
will be characterised (LSIWC, VTT, KTH).
Task 1.4. Cellulose solutions. Aalto will provide moderate amounts of Ioncell-F-based cellulose
solutions to the electrospinning partners, for further modification and use in electrospinning
studies. The other partners will later also consider the cellulose dissolution tasks by
themselves. If needed, Aalto will consider possibilities to tailor cellulose dissolution conditions
for the production of materials that would better meet specifications set up by the
electrospinning process.
WP2, up-scaling the solvent recycling
Ionic liquids show a spectrum of unique properties that offer a wide range of applications in
terms of cellulose processing and products. Despite that, no commercial IL-based processes
have yet been established in the field of biomass processing. The main reason for this is that
ionic liquids are designer solvents of considerably higher price than common molecular
solvents. Thus, any processes aiming at bulk quantities require a viable recycling concept. The
IL has to be recovered, purified and reused to a high extent (typically >98%) in an energyefficient manner. There are, however, various technologies currently aiming at
commercialisation of IL-based biomass fractionations, e.g. the Bioflex process45.
A comprehensive solvent recovery strategy is currently designed within the framework of the
Ioncell-F development. In short, the recycling of the ionic liquid requires the removal of water
(which acts as anti-solvent), while simultaneously avoiding any hydrolysis of the solvent when
exerting hydrothermal stress on the electrolyte solution.
Planned tasks within WP2 include:
Task 2.1. Monitoring the impurities. The behaviour (e.g. accumulation) of the degradation and
side products, identified in WP1, will be monitored during the recycling tests (Aalto). The
maximum allowed accumulation concentrations will also be determined.
Task 2.2. Design and installation of the pilot-scale evaporator. In collaboration with a suitable
supplier, Aalto will design a proper evaporator (capable of handling sufficiently high liquor
45
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volumes) for the recovery studies. The unit will be integrated into the existing Ioncell-F
facilities.
Task 2.3. Recovery studies. Aalto will study and optimise the recovery of ionic liquid antisolvent mixture after the fibres have been spun. In this context, of maximum tolerated levels of
residual antisolvent for the next spinning cycle will also be assessed.
Task 2.4. Development of purification strategies. Based on the results of the Tasks 2.1 and
2.3, Aalto will evaluate and develop potential purification strategies to control the main
impurities. The potential purification technologies may include membrane filtration and
chromatography.
Task 2.5. Recycling of the solvents from electrospinning. Based on the impurity analyses in
Task 2.1, preliminary concepts for purification and recycling of the liquors (after spinning) will
be outlined (without further experimental studies).
WP3, optimisation of the electrospinning parameters
In this WP, the main parameters (Table 15) will be optimised for electrospinning from the
Ioncell-F solutions provided by Aalto. The solution parameters such as viscosity, conductivity
and surface tension affect fibre forming and morphology of the as-spun fibres. The solution
viscosity alone is one of the most important properties contributing to the size and morphology
of the fibres during electrospinning of nanofibres.
Table 15. List of the main roller electrospinning parameters subjected to optimization.

Solution parameters
Viscosity and concentration
Conductivity
Surface tension
Polymer molecular weight
Dipole moment
Dielectric constant

Instrumental parameters
Flow rate
Electric field strength
Distance between tip and collector
Geometry of spinning electrode
Collector composition and geometry
Roller speed

Ambient parameters
Temperature
Humidity
Air velocity

Among the instrumental parameters, the effect of field strength or applied voltage is one of the
key parameters. In order to initiate an electrospinning process, electric field strength in a range
of 0.5 and 1.5 kV/cm is generally prescribed. At low voltages, bead free spinning is possible as
the jet originates from the tailor cone itself rather than from the surface of the liquid. Increased
voltages not only produce beaded structures but also lead to the formation of several large
diameter jets. Distance between the tip and collector is also an important factor controlling the
fibre diameters and morphology. Varying the distance not only affects the electric field strength
but also determines the actual flight time to obtain a fibre. Few cases have revealed possibility
to produce thinner fibres by increasing the distance between tip and collector as this provides
sufficient time for the jet to be stretched under the influence of electric field.
The optimisation work will be conducted by LSIWC, VTT and KTH in small-scale laboratory
studies. The following, case-specific tasks have been planned within this WP:
Task 3.1. Filtration materials with antimicrobial properties. The objective of this task is to
optimise the conditions for the production of highly porous light weight webs functionalized with
ZnO compounds, designed for the special final uses.
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Task 3.2. Functionalised composites with carbon nanotubes. The objectives of this task are to
optimise the conditions for the production of cellulose-based supporting nanowebs and to
acquire homogeneous dispersion of carbon nanotubes in the resulting nanowebs, so that the
full potential of the carbon nanotubes for different nanocomposites can be realised.
Task 3.3. Functional cosmetics/biomedical products. The objective of this task is to optimise
the conditions for the production of materials for medical or recreation applications. For this,
plant extracts such as sodium chlorophyll (or its modifications) from conifer needles will be
used as active ingredients.
For each of the above cases, the main relevant electrospinning parameters will be optimised
for small-scale nanofibre production, including the potential use of various additives or cosolvents to control the solution parameters. For characterisation, the partners will apply a wide
selection of methods, including:
 Viscosity and electroconductivity measurements to evaluate spinnability of the cellulose
solutions.
 Electron microscopy with elemental and image analysis (SEM, EDX, AFM) to evaluate
web quality, fibre types and surface morphology as well as chemical elements
proportion in the produced fibres.
 Differential calorimetric analysis (TGA) to understand amorphous and crystalline
behaviour, polymorph and eutectic transitions, curing and degree of cure, and other
material properties important in product design process.
 Particle and fibre size analysis, diameters of fibres and particle size distributions to
evaluate web end use performance.
 FTIR analysis of chemical compounds, for example traces of hemicellulose, lignins,
pectins and other relevant substances.
 X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns to identify metal compounds after ultrasonification,
chemical and thermal treatments (e.g. different Zn and Cu compounds).
 Density, electrical, optical and mechanical properties measurements to evaluate
intensity of imparted functional properties.
 Moisture vapour transport analysis, for cosmetics and medical textiles and special
clothing.
 In vitro tests for antibacterial activities using relevant test organisms, e.g., Escerichia coli
and Staphylococcus aureus.
 Toxicological tests.
WP4, application tests for electrospun products
In this WP, LSIWC, VTT and KTH will validate the final product manufacture and their planned
applications on small pilot or production scale. For this, the aim is to find at least one
equipment supplier to provide access to a small production size electrospinning device, to
ensure sufficient scale for the material production. Once sufficient amounts of the electrospun
materials are available, the following validation tests will be conducted:
 Hydrothermal treatment tests: reaction to hot water, temperatures, chemical detergents,
structural stability, abrasion resistance, tests of optional importance to the final use
parameters.
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 Filtration tests: air permeability, filtration efficiency; porosity, pore sizes, optional testing
of filtration parameters.
 In vitro healing and antibacterial performance tests of electrospun nanofibres
mats/membranes.
 In vivo tests: experimental use of functionalized final products.
4.2.3 Use of existing infrastructure
As already mentioned, Aalto has a comprehensive process set-up of the Ioncell-F technology
in a relatively large laboratory scale. This set of facilities will form a sound basis for the IL
recycling studies and will provide cellulose solutions for the electrospinning studies. An
additional investment, a new evaporator will be designed and purchased for the IL recycling
studies, as described earlier.
For the electrospinning studies in general, several ERIFORE partners have small-scale
equipment available, for various purposes. LSIWC has Nanospider™ NS LAB 200, supplied
with interchangeable spinning electrodes optimal for the respective polymers, including a small
volume post electrode for research work with novel expensive material. Two interchangeable
collecting electrodes accommodate the use of multiple substrates. Depending on the polymer
used, fibre diameters from 80 nm up to 700 nm (± 30%) are possible. The spinning electrode
width is 200 mm, max. width of substrate is 400 mm, and linear speed of substrate fabric is
0,131,5 m/min.
VTT has a small scale electrospinning device with various nozzlecollector options, voltage
sources from +64 to 30 kV, and syringe pump for solution feed control. The variation options
include coagulation/regeneration collection bath, coaxial electrospinning to yield core-shell
fibres, and dry electrospinning conditions for humidity sensitive systems. At VTT, different
related capabilities are available to strengthen the electrospinning studies, if needed. These
include:
 Dissolution, mixing (e.g. ultrasonic), and other capabilities for polymeric and composite
solution preparation.
 Thermal treatments from TGA scale to batch and tubular furnace for continuous
operation for subsequent processing, e.g. for carbon and ceramic fibre processing.
 Pre-treatment options for substrates (e.g. corona and plasma).
 Coating possibilities, including ALD (atomic layers deposition) for production of tubes in
TUFT (tubes-using-fibrous-templates) method.
KTH has small-scale electrospinning equipment; study areas including electrospinning of
functional nanofibres with unique properties for filtration or wound dressings and organicinorganic aerogel materials reinforced with cellulose nanofibres. One of the ongoing projects,
together with University of Stellenbosch, is “electrospun non-woven for antimicrobial surfaces
and membrane applications”.
Tecnalia and PPIMC also have in-house designed electrospinning that are used for the
production of nanofibres of different nature: polymers and composites. They also have
extensive facilities for characterization and analysis of the materials. In addition, Fraunhofer’s
Institute for Interfacial Engineering and Biotechnology is working with electrospinning, but in
the area of regenerative medicine.
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The SP/RISE sister institute Swerea has run projects on electrospinning and have some
relevant equipment.
4.2.4 Requirements for new infrastructure
The execution of the planned project requires access to new research infrastructure in two
areas. As already pointed out, the ionic liquid recycling study can successfully be performed
only if the planned recovery unit (evaporator) can be installed next to the spinning facilities
since it is not possible to send hundreds of litres of aqueous IL solutions longer distances to
any other locations where similar units might be found. It is also important to notice that the
required evaporator needs to be designed for very specific requirements, derived from the
solvent properties. The final design needs to be managed in collaboration between Aalto and
the potential equipment supplier.
Another area where new infrastructure is needed relates to electrospinning systems of small
production scale. Access to this type of equipment (Figure 18) would significantly facilitate
small-scale manufacturing studies and sample material production for more advanced applied
research. There are several companies (e.g. Revolution Fibres, FibeRio, Donaldson, Finetex
EnE, Sigma Aldrich, Elmarco, and Nanopareil) that are involved in continuous R&D
investments for developing new electrospinning technologies for nanofibres and might be open
to joint product development. This opportunity is not investigated within this project and would
naturally need to be discussed with each company separately. If the equipment suppliers are
not willing to collaboration at their own cost, another option is a short-term rental contract.

Figure 18. Example of small scale electrospinning production units. Elmarco′s NS 1S500U Production
Line is the smallest nanofibre production equipment that delivers sufficient output for small volume
manufacturing. Stand-alone electrospinning machine combines industrial production technology with
features of high-end laboratory tool.

4.2.5 Required collaboration partners
Especially in the electrospinning studies, industrial participation would be most beneficial for
commercialisation of the planned new products. Also, in larger-scale production tests it would
be crucial to have joint collaboration with equipment suppliers or other players with access to
the desired scale level facilities.
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4.2.6 Time plan and cost estimation
The planned time for the project execution is 24 months. Of these approximately 1014 final
months are mainly required for the piloting and validation studies, including the ionic solvent
recovery studies (Task 2.3) and larger-scale electrospinning tests (WP4) to validate results
from the pioneering laboratory-scale development work. The indicative costs related to the
piloting activities (Table 16) include purchase of the new evaporator for Task 2.3.
Table 16. Indicative piloting-related costs and execution times.

Pilot-plant activities

Time

Cost (k€)

Partner(s)

Design of the evaporator

3 months

50

Aalto

Purchase of the evaporator

6 months

500800

Aalto

Solvent recovery

6 months

400

Aalto

Electrospinning

6 months

600

LSIWC, VTT, KTH

4.3

Preliminary business model(s)

Two separate main questions addressing challenges within the development of cellulosebased textiles were studied: up-scaling of the recycling of ionic liquid used for cellulose
dissolution, and the use of electrospinning for the manufacture of specialty nanotextiles from
tailored spinning solutions. The two challenges are, potentially, parts of the same value chain
(Figure 19) although they are also very different in nature. Based on this, they could also be
addressed in separate projects. The dissolution of cellulose using ionic liquids is, however, an
important common denominator.
Several stakeholders have an interest in the development. The Ioncell-F process towards
conventional spinning methods is comparatively close to market and could attract private
funding in a framework where market players move to put the new cellulose material on the
market. Electrospinning of any ionic liquid-based dope is at an earlier stage of development.
Private funding could be obtained from players who see the technology as strategically
important and want to secure it for their own future development. The IP situation may need to
be clarified in order to evaluate these options. Expected end-uses include materials in
applications with very special requirements regarding material properties and functions which
require design of the material on the nano scale.
Suitable raw materials for the Ioncell-F process include dissolving pulp and paper grade kraft
pulp, as well as waste paper cardboard and waste cotton. Hence there is a potential push from
forest owners and industries as well as recycling companies. At the same time there is a
demand for sustainable textile fibres to fill the cotton gap, as demand for textiles grows while
cotton production is stagnant, which could create a market pull.
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Figure 19. Ioncell-F fibre value chain.

4.3.1 The value proposition
A successful execution of the project is expected to develop efficient recycling of the ionic
liquid; up-scaling of this step from lab-scale to pilot-scale and hence achieving one of the key
milestones on the way to commercialise the process. Secondly, it is expected to extend the
application portfolio of the present cellulose dissolution technique, to produce technical
nanotextiles with various functionalities through electrospinning. There is thus a potential to
create values for several stakeholders.
Partners within the ERIFORE consortium have strong connections to the development of the
Ioncell-F technology but also a broad network of competences available to link this
development to other developments within, for example, nano technology and electrospinning
and a strong ability to mobilise resources for development activities and upscaling. This is an
important value provided by the ERIFORE network.
4.3.2 The stakeholders
As mentioned (see also Section 4.1.3) there are numerous possible stakeholders to the
project. Important examples for the conventional fibre pathway are pulp manufacturers, yarn
spinners, fabric producers, producers of non-wovens and producers of end products such as
hygiene products, medical applications, clothing, home textiles and lightweight composite
material. Large consumer-oriented brand owners within apparel retail (H&M, Inditex and
others) are currently seeking sustainable alternatives to cotton.
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For novel nano-textiles, downstream stakeholders are, instead, found within producers of
technical appliances, special clothing etc. as well as end users of such products.
Equipment suppliers are important collaboration partners for the development of pilot
equipment of ionic liquid recycling. Developers of electrospinning technology stakeholders (e.g.
Revolution Fibres, FibeRio, Donaldson, Finetex EnE, Sigma Aldrich, Elmarco, and Nanopareil)
are key stakeholders and potential partners within the nanofibre pathway.
Especially in the electrospinning studies, industrial participation would be most beneficial for
commercialisation of the planned new products. Also, in larger-scale production tests it would
be crucial to have joint collaboration with equipment suppliers or other players with access to
the desired scale level facilities.
4.3.3 The resources
Key research equipment includes existing equipment at Aalto University for development of
Ioncell-F technology as well as electrospinning capabilities at VTT, LSIWC and KTH. The ionic
liquid recycling study can successfully be performed only if the planned recovery unit
(evaporator) can be installed next to the spinning facilities. Analysis equipment and
outstanding cellulose R&D competence are other key resources within the project group.
4.3.4 The activities
The key activities include selection and acquisition of feedstock, preparation of spinning
solutions in large volumes, upscaling of solvent recovery, optimization of electrospinning
parameters and testing of spun products. In practice, this means running existing pilot-scale
equipment as well as iteration with analyses and lab-scale tests. An important task is the
design and construction of a pilot-scale evaporation unit in collaboration with a process
equipment manufacturer.
4.3.5 The economics
As for the other cases, this case study would likely be financed through a combination of public
and private funding. Important cost elements are costs for running lab and pilot trials, but also
design and procurement of a pilot-scale evaporator for recovery of ionic liquids. For the
electrospinning part, running test on small-scale production equipment would be an important
activity which would require involvement of equipment suppliers. If the equipment suppliers are
not willing to collaboration at their own cost, another option is a short-term rental contract.
4.3.6 Business model canvas
The key aspects of the business model have been summarized in a business model canvas
table (Table 17).
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Table 17. Business model canvas for the Ioncell-F case.

4.4

Expected results

The Ioncell-F technology has already been successfully demonstrated on a laboratory-scale,
as a promising new system to be realised in industrial scale for the manufacture of cellulosic
textile fibres. The studies so far have benefitted from a relatively large-scale installation; for
example the spin-bath at Aalto University has a volume of 100 litres. This facilitates the
planned pilot-scale studies on the recovery of the specific solvent, as sufficient volumes of
liquors (after spinning) are relatively easily prepared for the purification and recycling studies,
using the new recovery unit (evaporator) to be designed and installed. Although the final
design and capacity of the new evaporator is not yet fixed, it is evident that it will significantly
contribute to the next steps required for further commercialisation of the technology. The
design of the unit will inevitably be based on the specific properties of the applied solvent, but
despite that it can readily be foreseen that it will also find potential uses in other pilot-scale
evaporation research studies.
An essential part of the recycling studies will be the confirmation that the recycled chemicals
fully work in the Ioncell-F process. For that, the lab-scale studies will be sufficient for a first
good assessment. However, there are many factors to be taken into account when upscaling.
Thus, a larger, continuous spinning unit (pilot plant) would also be needed to fully assure
spinnability of the dope derived with recycled ionic liquid.
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For the Ioncell-F technology development, the planned work will also require the determination
of different impurities in the system (from different raw materials) and the development of a
strategy for their removal from the solution before further recycling.
Electrospinning of cellulosic nanofibres from ionic liquid solutions is challenging, although
certain promising results have been reported so far. The planned work includes extensive,
fundamental laboratory-scale studies on various key parameters to control the spinning
process and product qualities for selected nanofibre applications. If successful, important
contributions to potential new products and further studies can be expected. Even at this stage
it would be vital to have early collaboration with industrial partners. Kannan et al.33 have
pointed out, “the academic research and the industrial manufactures always step aside from
each other during early stage development and often end up collaborating at a point where the
concepts are ready to scale up but need significant amount of rework/redesign and additional
costs to upscale the technology. Early engagement of academic researchers with the
commercial nanofibre manufactures would benefit both industry and academic and accelerate
the manufacturing speed and reduce cost and delays”.
The composition of liquors obtained from tailored electrospinning processes will differ, in many
ways, from the reference Ioncell-F liquors. As they will also be available in much lower
volumes, it will not be possible to subject them to similar pilot-scale recycling studies. However,
their characterisation will help to outline preliminary, potentially suitable purification and
recycling strategies for deeper studies in separate future projects.
4.5

Risks and uncertainties

As already frequently pointed out, the present project outline is strongly based on the recently
developed Ioncell-F technology, demonstrated on a relatively large laboratory-scale (from
different cellulosic raw materials to various prototypes). This readily minimises a number of
risks that are typical for early stage process development. Despite that, various potential risks
(Table 18) can be foreseen for the execution of the planned steps in further development of the
technology. These steps deal with two separate questions, in different scales: the solvent
recycling process for the basic textile fibre concept, and application of the Ioncell-F based
cellulose solutions for the production of novel nanofibres by electrospinning. Due to their
different maturity and scale levels, the anticipated risks and corresponding mitigation measures
also vary.
According to Table 18, the highest identified risks relate to the optimisation of the
electrospinning systems for the production of sufficient amounts of nanofibres, with desired
tailored properties for the planned applications. These risks are derived from a large number of
potential parameters to be taken into account (Table 15) and from a limited number of earlier
studies on electrospinning of cellulose from ionic liquid solutions. On the other hand, there will
be three qualified partners for close collaboration to jointly tackle the challenges and find
working solutions. Altogether, these partners also have comprehensive facilities for
characterisation and testing of the electrospun fibres and final materials.
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Table 18. Major risks for executing the proposed project on further development of the Ioncell-F
technology, for textile fibres and novel cellulosic nanofibres.

Risk description
Limited stability of the solvent
in the recycling process

High impurity levels in the
recycling process

Undesired changes in the
cellulose solutions during the
transport from Aalto
Technical challenges in optimisation of the electrospinning
set-ups and processes,
including functionalisations
Limited access to the small
production-scale electrospinning facilities

4.6

Proposed risk-mitigation measures
In case of stability problems, optimise for
milder process conditions and/or take
measures to stabilize the solvent
In case of increasing impurity levels,
identify origin of impurities and try to
minimize their introduction into the
system; further consider optional
purification processes or their different
combinations
Increase efforts for local solution preparations by the electrospinning partners (may
cause slightly more variation)
Organise regular workshops between the
partners to review the problems and
outline potential solutions. Consider
alternative nanofibre types and
applications, easier to reach
In case of partnering problems with the
equipment suppliers, minimise the
material need for the validation studies.
Consider other collaboration partners or
partnerships models

Risk level
Medium

Medium

Very low

Medium
to high

Low to
medium

Conclusions
4.6.1 Benefits of collaboration

If successful, the planned project will significantly contribute to the commercialisation of the
Ioncell-F technology, developed (originally) for the manufacture of cellulosic textile fibres to
supplement or replace viscose and Tencel. At the present, one of the key questions to be
tackled for commercialisation of the technology is recycling of the applied ionic liquid solvent.
As an additional element to motivate and boost the current commercialisation efforts, the
planned project also focus on the potential of novel uses of the Ioncell-F cellulose solutions:
their use as a starting material for different technical textiles and other valuable products
manufactured by electrospinning.
The proposed integration of the electrospinning option for the Ioncell-F process is the area that
most definitely will benefit from the collaboration. First, this will ensure that there is readily
enough starting materials (prepared from different cellulose sources) available for the three
electrospinning partners. Second, the three electrospinning partners will bring a lot of relevant
expertise together to tackle various challenges related to the optimisation of the spinning
processes and characterisation of the products. This significantly contributes to solving the
potential problems and challenges derived from using the novel type cellulose solutions. In
joint efforts, the solutions (where the fibres have been electrospun) will also be characterised
for impurities and other properties relevant for the solvent recycling, and potential recycling
concepts will be outlined for future studies in other projects.
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The third area of the crucial collaboration is linked to small production-scale electrospinning to
ensure access to sufficient amounts of cellulosic nanofibres to the planned validation tests. For
this, the partners are actively searching for equipment suppliers open for discussions in terms
of collaboration.
4.6.2 Competence and infrastructure gaps
Although the number of the planned partners is relatively small, that should be fully sufficient
for successful execution of the project and have required competence from all the study areas.
For the pilot-scale recycling studies, a new evaporator needs to be designed and purchased,
by taking into account the specific properties of the applied ionic liquid – water mixture. It is
also noteworthy that its installation next to the other, existing Ioncell-F facilities at Aalto is
crucial for the planned studies.
Another infrastructure gap was identified among the electrospinning facilities. Although there
are three electrospinning partners with sound expertise of the topic, none of them (and other
ERIFORE partners) have access to the production scale units of any size. The current
approach in this study is to fill this gap by close collaboration with electrospinning equipment
suppliers or other industrial players that can provide the missing access.
4.6.3 Challenges
The major challenges of the project relate to the technical questions on the solvent recycling
and electrospinning studies, and have been addressed above.
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5 Discussion and conclusions
The present report outlines three case studies which would demonstrate the capacity of a joint
European research and innovation infrastructure within circular forest bioeconomy
development. The selected cases address mainly upscaling challenges, rather than
fundamental research challenges, which reflects the focus of most of the ERIFORE partners.
The challenges identified within the case studies could be addressed in several different ways,
and it was also found that, for certain operations, there is a redundancy in competence and
equipment. Hence, there are other possible scenarios for how the challenges could be
addressed than described here. Nevertheless, the described projects could hardly be realized
without collaboration between several partners and an important task would be to design
efficient projects and to utilize the joint capacity of the DRI in the best possible way. To be able
to connect to academic institutions and industries scattered over Europe, it is important to have
a distributed presence. A key strength of a DRI is to be able to evaluate different routes,
products (any raw material, any products, any combination of technologies, quality/cost
perspective) and to test, and verify products and applications together with a range of
geographically scattered stakeholders.
The case studies identified only minor infrastructure gaps. The missing equipment is mainly
within larger-scale equipment within specific applications (e.g. electrospinning, ionic liquid
recovery) and within the field of highly demanding reaction conditions (e.g. high pressure,
highly corrosive media). Large equipment for extreme reaction conditions is expensive and
may not be feasible to build for pilot/demo purposes, but would rather be production units. One
solution could be to rent such large-scale equipment from existing industrial facilities. For very
specific equipment, it will probably have to be solved on a case-by-case basis, whether there is
equipment available at other partners or if it will have to be constructed.
The case studies confirm the view that the infrastructure is rather scattered, partly due to the
fact that major funding sources operate at the regional or national level. This implies
duplication of infrastructure and challenges to keep large infrastructure in operation.
Coordination of multiple large-scale trials in different facilities, and the transportation of
material between these, will be challenging. One solution would be to focus large parts of work
to single locations in order to avoid transportation. This suggests that an adequate portfolio of
infrastructure could be a large number of small-scale infrastructure spread over Europe,
several flexible bench/small pilot units for testing the research ideas at more realistic conditions
and a few pilot plants able to mimic industrial operation. Large-scale units and large
agglomerations of coordinated lab- and pilot equipment central to key conversion routs for
forest biomass could form the backbone of a DRI, whereas smaller-scale lab and analysis
equipment of more general nature as well as specialised equipment that is less central to
forest biomass conversion could be more loosely associated or accessed on a case-by-case
basis through temporary partnerships or rental agreements etc.
The case studies indicate that there is likely to be a certain level of internal competition
between sites and it would be important to evaluate carefully where each operation should be
performed. This task would clearly be simplified with a common management of the key
infrastructure resources. A coordinated European infrastructure network will also allow for
synchronization of experimental and analysis data resulting in better comparability of data as
well as ranking of technologies depending on the business case, which was identified as an
important measure to mitigate the risk of inconsistency in analysis procedures etc. between
collaborating sites.
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In Table 19, some reflections have been made concerning issues that have previously been
identified as important advantages for joint research infrastructures (c.f. table 2).
Table 19. Summary of observations on potential DRI advantages
Advantage
Observations

Funding

The infrastructure required for the case studies was mainly
found to be already existent within the network – hence there
were no major investment needs identified in the scope of the
cases described in this report. A possible future challenge
could be to select locations for large investments, once a
need is identified. A closer collaboration may increase
prospects for realizing such investments and to realise them
optimally, based on European considerations rather than on
regional priorities. A certain element of interregional
competition is likely to remain, and perhaps not only harmful.
An important task of collaboration would be to encourage a
development where important large-scale infrastructure and
infrastructure agglomerations develop complementary
specialisations.

Scientific and technology
synergy/complementarity
of provided services

It is apparent, from the case studies, that there is a
complementarity between the individual research and
innovation resources of the ERIFORE partners. By combining
the infrastructure within the consortium, all challenges raised
within the case studies could be addressed at the relevant
scale.

Increased efficiency of
operation

Through better access to the joint infrastructure, it is
expected that the quality of the research and innovation work
will be improved. It could also speed up the process of scaling
up promising lab scale developments. The development within
the field could also achieve better overall efficiency from
standardization of analysis parameters and procedures and
better access to such data.

Increased visibility on
European and global
scale

A joint infrastructure is likely to increase the visibility of the
European resources on the global arena. Increased visibility
within Europe could, however, be an even larger benefit, as
local institutes can function as hubs to link local industry and
smaller research institutes to large scale infrastructure.

Sociological reasons

As noted in the previous paragraph, individual hubs of a joint
research infrastructure could act as links for local players to
the pan-European network. This also has the potential to
bridge cultural barriers, language barriers etc.
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